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ABSTRACT
The satisfaction of police officers and their spouses with two 12-ho UTcompressed
work week shift schedul es and two tradi tional 8·bo ur shift schedul es was examined. Data
were collected from three detachments of the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary using
structured intervi ew and questionnair e procedures. Additional ly. the Dyadic Adjustment
Scal e (Spanier. 1987) was used in a fellow- up mai l survey of spouses to assess the impact
of the stress of police work and shift work on the quality of marital adjustment . The
instruments were administered from May to September. 1994.
In eachdetachment a number of groups were surv eyed : the constabl es workin g the
12-hour shifts lli =: 122); the shift working supervisors <H=: 12): the day workin g superviso rs
lli = 7); and the spouses of the constables and supervisors workin g the IZ·h our shifts ili =
77). Comparisons wen: drawn between the two types of 12-hour shift sched ules and between
the lz -hcur shift schedules and the two 8-hour shift schedules previously worked in the
detachments. Comparisons ...ere also drawn between the constables. supervisors. and
spouses within the detachments .
The dataprovided suppon for the major hypoth es is of this study : workers and their
spouses preferred me 12-hour compressed work week shi ft schedul es over the 8-hour shift
schedul es . There was no correla tion between the compos ite satisfacti on scores of work ers
and their spo uses , implying that the facto rs whic h foster satisfaction for a worker are
different from those which foster satisfaction for that wo rker's spouse. Surv eyed spouses
had. on average. a lower level of adjustment in their marri ages than did respondents from
ii
previously studiednon-police families. The workers reported no change in their quality of
sleep or their levels of fatigue after the change to the 12-hour shift schedules. The high
preference andsatisfaction levels were related to the longer periodsofconsecutive time off
and free weekend time. Overall.the 12-bour compressed work week shift schedule appeared
to meet the psycho soc ial needs of most of the police officers and the spous es surveyed.
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The Satis factio Dof Police O fficen and th eir Spo uses
with 12-hour Shift Work Schedules
Chap ler I INTROD UcnON
"Police work is a high stress occupa tion that affects . shapes. and also scars the
individuals and fami lies involved" (O'Neill & Cushing. 1991. p. 33 ). Quotes like this lead
man y researchers to assume that occupatio nal strain to both individual o fficers and their
fami lies occurs as a result ofstressors such as the dangers polic e offi cers must face and the
individuals with whom police officers must deal . However. this con ventional wisdo m has
begun to be challen ged. Crank. and Caldera ( 199 1) reported that police officers ranked
dealing with superio r officers and shift work as the two most stress ful aspects of their
environmen t The focus of the present study is on the second of these stresso rs. sh ift work.
Shift work is a necessary ingredient of police life as the public requires police service
to be available 24 hours a day . seven days a week. Because shift work is viewed by po lice
offic ers as one of their most poten t stressors (Crank & Caldera . 199 1I, finding. a shift
schedule that meets the needsof police officers and their families while maintaining constant
availab i.lity of police service is imperative. Most police agencies use rotating shift sched ules
to main tain their service availability . This requirespolice officers to work a collection of day
and night shifts, or even day. evening. and night shifts. all within a very short period of time .
The night shifts are taxing on the employee s for. as Monk. ( 1986) puts it. "there are two
things wrong with night work: having to work when you should be asleep and having to sleep
when you should be awake" (p. 553) . This aspect ofshi ft wo rk requi res the redefinitio n of
workers ' sleep schedules. As a result, the study of circadi an rhythms hasoccupied much of
the researchin the area of shift 'NOrL While study of circadian rhythms is important. it
should not lead to the exclusion of study on other poten tial problems . such as the
misal ignment of shift workers' leisure and social times with those of the rest of soc iety .
This alterati on of leisure and social times will cenainly have an effect on shift
wo rkers ' friends. families. and especially the ir spouses . Unfortunately, as Stark-Adame c
( 1993) has noted, the attitudes of the spouse of the shift worker tend to be overl oo ked. The
present study attempts to address this issueby focussing on the satisfaction of police officers
and their spouses with two I2-bour compressed work wee k shift schedul es. In addi tion. to
examine the possibili ty that the stress associated with police work andshift work might have
a negative effect on the marital adjustment between police officers and their spouses. a sca le
designed to measure thequali ty of this adjustment, the Dyadic Adjustm ent Scale (Spanie r.
1981). is included for use with the spouses.
Many police departments now utilize compressed wor k week schedules that require
more hours of work per day but fewer days ofwork per week than a standard. 8 hours a day.
5 days a week schedule . A nwnber of researchers have predi cted that the pairing of a
compressed. work week with a shift work schedule . as is seen at the RNC. will have positive
effects Oil the shift workers invo lved (Atwa ter, 1978: Cunningham. 1990 : deCarufel &.
Schaan. 1990 : Rutenfranz, Co lquhoun. Knauth. & Gbata, 1977) . These positive effects are
the subjec t of the next sectio n.
1.1 Possible advantages of compressed work weeks
TIle basic contention of proponents of compressed work:weeks is that these schedules
are more compatible with the:schedules of the majority of soc iety . Proponents contend this
compatibility makes the workers happier which in turn makes them better workers. The
possible advantages of com pressed work weekscan be divided into two categories: off duty
advantages and on duty advantages.
1.1. 1 Off d uty advantages
Oosthoek., Beecro ft. andScott ( 1971), in surveying a group of police officers, found
that the officers believed the 12-hour shift schedules were beneficial to their fam ily lives
because they provide free time dwing the week and on weeke nds, as well as a cross section
of time offduring the day, evening , and nigh t. all within a week long period . This enables
workers to plan around the leisure hours ofnon-shift working family members and friends
(Wedderburn. 1980). Baxter and Holmes ( 1989). in their study of the circadian rhythm
disruptio ns experie nced by police officers working rotati ng shift schedules. also found that
the longer periods of unin terrupt ed time with family and friends provided by compressed
work week schedules were appreciated by the:officers.
Compressedwork week schedules give the worker more off-duty weekends al lowing
the worker to maintain involvement in social and leisure activities (deCarofel & Schaan..
1990). Resul ts of surveys by Banks ( 1956), Chadwick-Jo nes ( 1969). and Staines and Pleck
(1984) suggest that weekend work is the most displeas ing pan ofshift wor k. Based on this
research, a reduction in the num ber of weekends worked shoul d increase workers '
satis facti on.
More days off also give the worker time to recover from night work (Rosa et al..
1990). Hale.Jodouin, andKingsley (1980) note that short amoun ts of off-d uty tim e between
shift changes are avoi ded in 12-hour shift schedules. ....'bereas the 8-hour shift schedules had
a " short change- between rotati ons once every two weeks.pro viding a rest period of only
eigh t hours between the end of one shift and the beginning of the next when . for exampl e.
an officer switched from night shift to day shift.
Peacock, Glebe. Miller. and Clune (1983) conducted intervie ws with po lice officers
during 8-hour and 12-hour shift schedules. Tbe officers were as ked to report w hen they had
slept and for bow long on the nigh ts previous to each interview sessi on . The 12-hour shift
schedule resultedin their sleep patterns beingdisrupted on only two night shi fts of the eight
da y cycle . instead of the 5 evening and 5 night shifts during the 21 day cycle o f the 8-hour
shift sch edule. The officers indicated that the d isruption that occ urred on the two day s was
easier to deal with du e to the improve ment in the quality and quantity of slee p obtained
during the other six da ys.
An increase in relaxation time may also improve borne life (Atwater. 1978). Powers
( 1992 ). in a review of the literature on changing work-force values . stated that am ong police
office rs, there is a renewed emp hasis on fami ly activi ties andan increased dem an d for leisure
time . Thie rry and Jansen (1982) speculate that shift workers ofte n feel social ly iso la ted and
thus social suppo rt may be panicularly important for them. Improvement of family and
social tim e may beone way to foster greater levels of soc ial sup port for some office rs.
Workers on 12-hour shift schedules. compared with those on 8-hour shift schedules .
also spe nd less time and money commuting to and from work (Baxter & Holmes, 1989).
Atwater ( 1978), contends that 12·hour shift schedules sho uld res ult in less fatigue .
commutin g time. and mileage for the workers leading to more time for relaxation and sleep
and less money spe nt on gas and vehicle maintenance.
The comme nts of police officers who were surveyed whi le they worked a forw ard
rotatin g, 8-ho ur shift schedul e and again aft.cr they had been switched to a 12-hour
compressed work wee k shift sc hedule summarize what these other researchers have been
find ing ; the 12-hour compressed work week shift schedules cause significantly less
interfere nce with workers ' personal activities and work schedule attitudes than do 8-hour
shi ft sched ules (Pierce and Dunham.1992 ).
1.1.2 O n du ty adva ntag es
General increases in moral e are amo ng the most importan t potentia l advantages
resulting from a change 00a tz-hc ur shift schedule (Atwate r, 1978). Chen. Chis holm. Cole.
Dick. Dickson, and Hegney (no da te ), in a stud y prepared for the Metropolitan Toronto
Police , identified officer morale as one of several criteria to be co nsidered in evaluating
compressed work week schedules. The researc hers found increased levels of identi ficatio n
among co-workers and increased feelings of stability afte r the implem enta tion of the 12-hour
shift schedule. Theseresults are important becauseincreases in morale and team identity can
have extensive positive effects on absenteeism rates.job satisfaction. andjob performance
(Atwater. 1978).
The smaller num ber of consecutive shifts ofone type may lesse n boredom and thus
increase offi cers ' productivity and efficiency (Atwater . 1978; Pierce & Dunham 1992 ). In
a survey of the Coqui tlam detac hment of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP).
o fficers statedthatthe increase in available continuous time for work.on a particular case led
to an increased motivation to finish cases within a sing le shift; thus they were more likel y
to work intensi vely on polic e matters when working compressed work week schedules
(Oos thoe k et at., 1977) .
Better coverage duri ng peak hours is predicted because chang eover times occur
during low demand periods (Atwater. 1978). For 8-hour shift sched ules . the times of shift
change are normally 8:00 a.m .• 4 :00 p.m.• and midnight These times coinc ide with peak
demand periodsfor many po lice agenc ies andthus it is comm on for incidents to occur durin g
the shift chan ge over.
A reducti on in overti me expe nditures is often predicted for the foHowing reasons :
there is more time availabl e on a 12-hour shift. making it is easier to com plete a task : two
of the busier shift chang e times for the 8-hOW" shift schedules are avoided in the 12-hour shi ft
sched ules ; and workers are probab ly less inc lined or able to work overtime following a 12·
hour shift than they wo uld be following the shorter 8·ho ur shift. thus lead ing to a decrease
in worker ini tiated requests for overtime (Atwater. 1978) .
1.2 Possibl e disadvanuges or comp ressed work weeks
There are also potential disadvantages with compressed work week shift schedul es .
The possib le disadvantages most often proposed are negative effects on workers heal th and
well being. These effects have been studied for many years . but because of the di fficu lty in
conducting controlled research in the area.no definitive findings have beenreported and the
issue remai ns co ntroversial (Co lquho un and Rutenfranz. [9 80).
Much o f the research carried out in this area deals with fatigue . Three factors
influence workers ' levels of fatigue and their abilities to cope with shi ft work : ( I ) ci rcadian
rhythms , (2) sleep patterns, and (3) domestic life (Tepas & Monk., 1987). Circadian rhythms
are governed by the biological processes that a penon cycles thro ugh during the 24-hour day.
Shift work can disrupt these rhythms and this can cause health prob lems (Tepas & Monk.
1981) . Sleep patt erns deal with quanti ty and qual ity of sleep. Domesti c factors are those
linked to home life routines .
Even if a worker's circad ian rhythm and sleep pattern can theoretical ly be adjusted
to matc h a shift schedule. domestic and social factors may preven t this from happening
(Rutenfranz et aI.• 1977; Tepas & Monk. 1987) . Psycho-soc ial prob lems. suc h as the
disrup tion of famil y routines and interferencewith social lives, may be v iewedby the worker
as more important than physical adapta tion (Rutenfranz et aI.• 1977) . Therefore . a shift
schedule must be able to achie ve a balance between al l three of these factors .
The mai n issue with respect to physical ad apta tio n is the effect of consec utive night
shifts. Two different positions have been.proposed to minimize fatigue . One position is that
a long series of night sbifts sho uld beusedto attain a complete re-entrainm ent ofcircadian
rhythms. This position is supponed by researchers such as Baxt er and Holmes ( 1989) who
cite the findings of Rutenfranz et aL ( 1977) tha t social envi ronm ent and aware ness of clock
time are peoples' dominant cues in the environme nt for regulatin g sleep and wakin g patterns .
Baxter and Holmes ( l9 89) then contend that these cues can be changed artifi cial ly to allow
the complete re-entrainment of circadian rhythms to occur . The second position is that
comp lete re-entrainment is not practical because ofsocial cues such as family sched ules and
timing of leisure eve nts and has only been demonstrated in arti ficial. tigh tly controlled
laboratory situa tions (Rosa et al., 1990).
Wedderburn ( 1980) c ites humans ' reluctance to aban don soc ial contacts for
prolonged periods as the forem ost cause for lack of complete: re-entrainment, This
obse rvati on is suppo rted by early research by Van l oon (1963) that showed that workers '
temperatures reverted to a diurnal pattern for two or threedays after weekends. or other days
of rest . Van l oon ( 1963), and later Compe ratore and Krueger (1990) , found that this
occurred because night workers on their off-d uty days reverted. to day schedules to indulge
in soc ial acti vities . As a result of these findin gs.. Van loon advocated an increase in the
speed of rotation of shifts. while escbewing the unrealistic ideal of complete re-en trainment,
According [0 Van Loon. it would be social ly unacceptable for the wo rkers to remove
themse lves from dayti me activities for an extended period of time .
The incomple te re-en trainme nt caused by workers reverting [0 day schedules on
their days off could be barmful [0 the workers ' health. Knauth andRutenfranz ( 1982) cite
laboratory and field research w'hich su pports their conclusion thatdis:tuptions o f workers '
circadian rhythms are minimizedby the use of schedules with few night shifts in succession.
With this type of sched ule. incomplete re-entrainment is avoided because a worker
experiences only two day s out of eigh t of disrupted sleep. not a sufficien t period to cause the
re-entrainment process to begin. For these reasons G1ube ( 1981). Rutenfranz et al. (1977).
and Totterdell andSmith (1992) support a quickl y rotating shon series of night shifts. as is
entailed by a compressed work weekschedule . This is the next bestoption to comp lete and
permanent re-entrainment and achieves the least interfere nce with soc ial and domestic
routines . Gle be' s (1981) research shows that the fewer number of night shifts and me greater
num ber of rest day s compensate fo r the longer shift.
In addition to the number of co nsecutive night shifts. task load is an important factor
co ntributing to fati gue. Jobs not requiring much physical exertion or ones tha t hav e ampl e
natural rest periods are the most suitable for extended shifts . Work that requires an
individual to exercise constan t attentio n or cognitive energy is less amenab le to longer shifts
(Ston es. 1987). Oosthoek et a1. (1971). in thei r stud y of t 2· hour shift sc hed ules in the
RCMP in British Columbia. proposed that in the sho rt-run, fatigue would hav e the greatest
effec t on the routine aspects of po licin g, not on the tasks high in urgency and stimulation.
The~ts of the researc h by Peacock et at. (1983 ) provide a good swnmary for the
debate over the prese nce or absence of fatigue for workers on compressed work week
sched ules. The results provided no evidence that the compressed work week t 2-hour shift
schedule was worse than thenon-compressed work week 8-hour shift schedule with regard
00physio logical. psycbological or subjective measures ofalertness. The main advantages
of the 12·bour shift schedul e wererelated to the poss ibility of improved sleep consistency
and the su pport for the new schedule am ong the workers . The authors recommende d
adoption ofa compressed work week tz- bour shift schedule.
1.3 Desc ription or shift work schedules
The police department studied in this research is the Royal Newfound land
Constabulary (RNC) . the pro vincial police agency for the provin ce of Ne wfo undland and
Labrador. Canada. The compressed work week schedules studied in this research project are
two lz-hcur shift schedules being used in the patrol divisions of three detachments of the
RNC. The threedetachments are located in St. John's, Co me r Brook, and labrador C ity in
the province o f Newfoundland and Labrador. Canada The 12-bour shift schedules were
requested by the Royal NewfoundJand Constabulary Associa tion (RN CA) wttich represents
the constab les and non-commi ssioned office rs of the RNC. The management of the RNC
agreed to imp lement the shift sched ules on a trial basis. The trial period began on A ugust
I. 1993.
The shift schedule des ignated 8A through the remainder o f this thesis is the 8·h our
equalallocation shift schedule worked by all officers prio r to the imp lementati on of the 12·
hour shift schedules. It is a schedule of day shifts followed by a change to night shifts and
then a chan ge to evening shifts . There are five o f either day. evening. or night shifts wo rked
in a row. with two rest days falling near the middl e ofone of the three stretc hes. depend ing
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on the wo rker's assigned rotatio n, A four-day weekend off is also provided once every three
weeks .
The shift schedule des ignated 88 is the split 8-hour shift schedule. This was used
during a two year period at the St. John's detac hment, only. It is a peak deployment schedule.
in which th e most human reso urces are available during the high est demand pe riods. It is
similar to the 8-hour equal al location shift schedule in rotation sty le with the main difference
being the presen ce ofove rla pping shifts.
The shift schedule designated 12A is a lz-bcur, 2+2 sbift schedule . This refers [0 a
schedule of two 12-hourday shifts. followed by two 12-hour night shifts.. and then four days
of rest- This sched ule was used for a one -year period durin g 1990 an d 1991 at all
detachments of the RNC and is currently in effec t at the St. John 's detac hme nt. Here . each
platoo n has halfits offic ers working a iD-hour nigh t shift on the first night of the rotation and
the o ther hal f working a ID-hour night shift on the second night of the rotation. This is done
to avoid acc ruing hours ofwork over the amount allowed by the collective agreement
The shift schedule designated 128 is a 12-hour . 3+2 shift sched ule. This refers to a
schedule of eithe r two or three day shifts. followed by tvo"O or threedays of rest. before
switching to two or three night shifts. Th ere are always two or three rest days between
groups of day andnight shifts . This sched ule is currently being usedin the Com er Brook and
labrador City detachments . Here the night and day shifts are both 12 hours in length . The
officers are al lowed to accrue their extra tim e and then schedule it off in a full shift: this is
practical in these de tachments becaus e of their smalle r sizes. Tab le 1.1 provid es the dates
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Tab le i . t .
Dates for the shi ft.sched ule initia tio ns for tb; tbm: d;IaCbm;nJ.!j areas
Shift Schedule St. John ' s Co rner Broo k labrador City
12A January 15. 1990 January 15. 1990 January 15. 1990
12-hour 2+2
8A
8-hour Equal February 10. 1991 February 10. 199 1 February 10. 1991
Allocation
88 June 2. 199 1 Not lniti ated Not Initi ated
Split 8-bour
8A Continued from Continued from
8-hour Equal June 20.1993 February 10. 199 1 February 10. 199 1
Allocation
l2-h our August I . 1993 August 1. 1993 August 1. 1993
l2Aand 128 l2A 128 128
(2+2 and 3+2 (2+2) (3+2) (3 + 2)
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that these shift schedules were ini tial ed in the three detac hments . Diagrams and defming
characteristics of the four shift schedules are provided in Appendix 1.
104 Hypo theses a nd rationa le
(0 previous sectio ns me possible soc ial ad vantages of compressed wor k week
schedules wen: described alo ng with findings indicating that incompl ete re-entrainment may
be mor e harmful than disrup ting circadian rhythm s for a smal l portion of the work cyc le.
Rutenfranz et al. (1977). Knauth and Rlrtenfranz ( 1982) . and Tepas and Mo nk (1987) make
recomm eodari ons for me optimization of shift schedules and me reductio n of coping
problems for workers . Each of the following subsections describes one of their suggestions.
documents me extent to \\-hich [he suggestion is mel in the lz-bcur shift. schedules in use at
the RNC. and provides a hypothesis based on a co mbination of the [WO. A summary o f the
exten t to which each schedule meets or fails to mee t these suggestions is prese nted in Table
1.2.
1.4.1 The effects of cen secu tive nigh t shifts
Accordin g to Tepas and Monk «(981). there shouJd be no more than four 12-ho ur
night shifts in a row without days otT. However. some authors recommend. singl e night shifts
rather than consecutive night shifts (R.utenfranz et al.• (977) . The prese nt compressed work
week sc hedules utilize onl y two or three. The 8-hour shift.schedules used previously had
five night shifts in a row . The decreased numbe r of night shifts in a row for the 12-hour shift.
schedules as compared to the 8-bour shift schedules shouJd result in workers reporting an
improvement in the quan tity and quali ty of their sleep on bam work days and o ff-duty days .
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Tuble1.2.
A comnariso n Qrthe four type s o f shift schedyles ytili zed by the Royal Newfmmdlaod Constabulary Accontj ng IQ Ihe Qptimal cri ledo
ounmert m lhlslh!!SIS
Shin Number Day Shift NightShift Sbonest Frequency Directionof Durationof Regularity
Schedule of Night StartTimes Length Interval of'Free Rotation Shin Cycle of'Rotetion
Type Shiftsin Compared Between Weekends
Succession WilhDuy TwoShifts
WId
Evening
Shift
Lenutha
8A 5 8:00a.m. Some 8 Hours l in ) Backward 3 Weeks Irregular
8·Hour
Equal
Allocation
811 5 lI:oo u.m. Same 8 110urs I in) Backward 6 Wccks Highly
Split Irregular
8·Hour
12A 2 11 :00 u.rn. Shorter on 12 Ilours 3 in II Forward 8 Weeks Regular
12-llour v, or the
2+2 Ni 'hi Shins
1211 2or 3 1I:00 u.m. Same 12 Hours I in 2 Forward 4 Weeks Rcgulnr
12-Hour
3+2
104.2 Th e effects or ea rly morn ing sta rt tim es
Tepasand Monk (1987) suggest that a day shift should not start earlier than 7:00 a.m.
in order to avoid conflict with sleep patterns and family involvement. The present schedules
use 8:00 a.m. morning start times. Thestart times for the day shifts of the 8-hour sched ules
are identical to the start times for the day shifts of the 12-hour schedules. so there should be
no differen ces in sati sfaction with the mornin g start times. However. wo rkers and spo uses
may repo rt a decrease in difficulty of setting aside time for meals together with fami ly and
taking care of children as a result ofa greater ratio ofmorning start times to other start tim es
on the 12-hour shift schedules (1 : 1) versus the ratio on the 8-hour shift schedules ( I :2 ).
IA.J T he effedS ofthe p bysical and men tal tas k loads OD tbe optima l lengt b ofs b ifu
Critical monitorin g tasks and heavy physical workloads are not amenable to l z-hc ur
shi ft schedules (Te pas & Monk. 1987). To my knowledge there has been no research
conducted to define the types of tasks in patro l shifts . However. a variety of tasks occur in
a single shift. so it seems that neither critical monitoring tasks nor heavy physical work
dominates for the entire shift.
The presen t nigh t shifts are longer than the 8-hour night shifts of the previo us
sched ules . This increase in the length of the shift may result in an increase in self reported
fatigue at the endofshifts . Reportsoffatigue or falling asleep on duty may be more frequent
for the 12-hour night shifts than for any othe r shifts . This should beconsid ered along with
the wo rkers' perceptions of changes in their effectiveness as police officers and the ir
perception of the change in the percentag e ofon-d uty time used efficie ntly .
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I ...... Th e effects of short iat enrals or tim e off be twee n two shifts
Short amounts of off-duly time between shifts arc avoided under the present
schedules. Rutenfranz er al. (1977) suggest al lowing at least 24 hours of off-duty time after
each night shift . At present there arc only 12 hours between successive night shifts .
However. the RNC Iz-bcur shift schedules do meet the suggested criterion o f Tepas
and Monk ( 1987) who suggest bavieg at least 48 hours off after a block of night shifts . The
off-duty times for the present schedules range from a minimum of48 hours to a maximum
of96 hours . The 8-bour shift schedules included an 8-hour rest peri od between a change of
shifts once every threeweeks or twice every three weeks. depe nding on the rotation being
worked. Thi s short rest period is avoided under the present schedule. The abse nce of this
"short.change" should result in the workers and their spouses being satisfied with the amount
of time off between work periods for family related activities .
1....5 Th e effrcts or th e inclusion er tree weekends
The 12~hour shift schedules provid e more weekends off than do 8-hour shift
schedules. Rutenfranz et al. ( 1977) emphasize the need for free weekends for the workers
to partici pate in the social life of their non-shift working friends . Schedule 128 provides
every second weekend off whereas12Arequires an officer to work.one partial weekend. then
threefull weekends . then another partialweekend in a row before getting three full weekends
o ff. Schedule 12A thus makes it a little more diffi cult to participat e in social or family
even ts that occur on weekends. However. both 12~hour shift schedules allow for more free
weekend time thandid the 8~hour shift schedules; therefore. satisfaction with the amount of
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freeweekend time sho uld increase. Workers should find it eas ier to plan off-du ty activi ties
on me 12-hour shift schedules. In addition. they should have less difficulty setting aside time
for leisure time together with fam ily and friends . and for participa tion in club and
organization activi ties. ln general . workers should have more time to spen d on their personal
in terests on the 12-hour shi ft sched ules than on the 8-hour shift schedules .
1.4.6 Th e effects of forwa rd rota tion
Forward rotation is usedin the present schedules. Forward rotation in shi fts results
in a syn chronizatio n with the direction of workers ' circadian rhythms. Hwn ans' circadian
rhythm s shift forward in time each day because the body's internal clock is based on a period
greater than 24 hours (Comperarore and Krueger. 1990). The directi on o f the body's
adjustment is forward. making it easier for an employee to adjust to a move from workin g
days to workin g nights with sha n periodsof time off in between. than to a mo ve from nights
to days. The s-bour shift schedules were backward in rotation. that is. the shifts proceeded
from nights to evenings to days. The forward rotation of the 12-ha ur shift schedules should
lead to an increase in the adjustment to the schedules and thus improvemen ts in the quantity
andquality of sleep for the workers. compared with the levels for the previous 8-hour shi ft
sched ules.
104.7 Tb e d fecu ofa sbiftc:yde ofs bort du ratio n
Schedule 12A is eight weeks in durat ion while 12B is four weeks: the shonershift
duration shou ld lead to a higher leve l of satisfaction with 128. The 8-hour shi ft schedules
werethreeand six weeks in dura tion. The cycle durati on of 128 is comparable to the cycle
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durati on of 8A and sho rter than the cycle dura tion of the split 8-hour shift schedule .
The refore, the o fficers working 128 should not report a dec rease in sati sfa ction on this
criterion . According to Rutenfranz et al. ( 1971), the longer duration of the 12A cycle should
lead to a dec rease in workers' satisfaction with 12Acompared with their satisfaction with the
8·h our shi ft schedules. However . this is one of the few disadvantages of a 12-hour shift
sched ule relative to an 8-ho ur shift schedule. and the respo ndents may not consider it
important enough to alter their overall preferences .
1... .8 The df~cts of.a regu lae shift rutari cn
Regular schedules of rotation. such as the present shift schedules. are preferred to the
irregular schedules found in 8-hour shift schedules because irregular sched ules make it
difficult to plan (Rutenfranz et at.• 1977). Schedule 12A is easy to predict fro m day to day.
but 12Bis pro bably eas ier to predic t over longer periodsbecauseof its short rotation. The
differe nt advantages of each shift schedule will probably lead to simi lar leve ls of sati sfaction
for both. The satis factio n with the 12-hour shift schedules should be higher than the
satisfaction with me more irregular and comp licated 8-hour shi ft schedul es. Planning off-
duty acti viti es on me l2-hour shift schedules sho uld be relative ly easy.
.....9 The effl:'Ctsof family factors 00 sati5 facrioo with th e l2- bour sbift sched ules
The predicti ons given hereare based primarily upon research on physical adaptatio n
as this is me area in which most research has been conducted. However . as was noted earlier.
shift workers generally refuse to forego social involvement with family and friends who are
governed by weekda y schedul es and therefore complete re-entrainment cann ot be realized.
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The strong effect socialcues have on shift workers thus necessitates the use of rotating shi ft
working schedules instead of permanent day. evening. or night shi fts.
Meeting all the recommendations in one shift sched ule is difficult. but the majori ty
ofrecommendarions are met by the present 12-bo ur shift schedules in use at the RNe. It is
thus hypothesized that there will be a high level of satisfaction with the com pressed work
week schedules presently in use especially among those workers who have spouses or
partners working outside the home on full-time, fixed day shift schedule s. and workers with
children of school age (ages 5 to i8 years ). The socialcues of workers are thus pred icted to
have a profound effect on their satisfactio n with the sc hedules . The satis factio n of the
workers may also becorrel ated with the satisfaction of the ir spouses.
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Cb .apter2 METHO D
2.1 Respo nden ts
Data were co llected from three detachment areas : St . John's. Comer Brook. and
Labrador City . The St. John ' s detachment. the largest of the three. services the capital city
of the Provinc e. me neighbouring city of Mount Pearl. and the surrounding area. This is a
mostly urban and suburban region. The officers working in this detachment live for the most:
part in the juri sdiction they serve.
The Comer Brook detachment servic es the third of me Province' s cities. The city o f
Comer Brook is the site of a large paper mill and is a service centre for the surro unding rural
areas. The officers assigned to me Comer Brook detachment live in either the city or one of
several rural communities within a 30- to 45-minute comm ute.
TIle Labrador City detachment is ooe o f two detachments servicing Labrado r West.
'Ibe other is a two-person detachment in Churchill Falls. Labrador West is a rural area with
its core population in Labrador City and Wabush, two communities centred around iron ore
mines. All officer s assigned to me Labrador City detachm ent live within this community .
More detai ls on the detachme nts are provided in Table 2. 1.
The total population. or number of indiv iduals who were asked to partici pate in the
surveys and interviews . was 287. Of' tbese. 218 responded. Co nstables accounted for 122
of the respondents . shift working supervisors 12. day working supervisors 7. and spouses 77.
The respondent numbers are further broken down by physical location and survey grouping
in Table 2.2.
Table 2.1.
C baract erimC1jo f the tbI« d;tac bmeu t areas
Characteristic SL John's CornerBrook Labrador City
Population 169.735 22.410 12.189
SquareMiles Policed 315 61 27.315
SWOrn Officers 273 42 21
Non-sworn Employees 61 7 4
SwornOfficer Strength 1:622 1,534 1:580
to Population Ratio
Total Strength U08 1:457 1:488
to Population Ratio
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Tabte 22 .
Respondent statistics by sury;y grmm
Respondent St. John's Comer Brook LabradorCirv
Group. popula!iol'l
" "'Y' population ~...". population SUTYc:ys
-,..... ~m """ -"'..
Constables 120 89 27 22 15 II
Shift Wodcing 17 8 4 4 0 0
Supervisors
Day Working 2 2 3 2 4 3
Supervi sors
Soouses 56 44 28 22 II I I
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The subgroup list ofspouses to be contacted in the St, Jobn's detachment area \\0"3.5
taken from a computer generated random ordered list. The numbe r included was restric ted
by limitations of availab le resources . such as traine d interviewers. transpo rtation. and time .
Attempts were made to contact all the spouses of officers working at the Co me r Brook and
labrador City detac hmen t areas as thenumber of potentialinterviewees \\0<\5 lower. In to tal .
14 spouses were not co ntacted after several attem pts or a meeting time was not possible. 4
chose not to participate. and Tl spouses completed interviews. A follow-up mail-out for the
spouses resulted in SOresponses ofa possib le 15.
2.2 M ateri a ls
Two versions ofa questionnaire. one eac h for the constables and the shi ft working
supervisors. and two structured interviewformats, one eachfor the day workin g supervisors
and the spouses. wereprepared, Questionnaires were utilized for the constabl es because of
the large number of potential respondents involved. Questionnaires were thus al so used for
the shift working supervisors to allow for combini ng of like data, The smal ler numbers of
day working superviso rs and spouses as well as thedesire for more detai led responses made
it practical and desirab le to utilize structured interviews for these groups .
Each surv ey instrument included several sections. each with items that were based
upon. selected. or adapted from items usedin previo us studies in this or a comp ara ble area
of researc h. The items chose n were ones which . in the assessme nt of the researcher.
addressed the issues of conce rn to both the manag ement of the RNC and the RNCA.
Addi tional items were formulated as a result of feedback from focus grou ps he ld with
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constables and non-commissioned officers . The focus grou p partic ipants had fonnerly
wo rked in one or more of the threepatrol divisions and had experience with rwc types of8~
hour shift sched ules and a 12-hour shift schedule usedpreviousl y by the RNC . Fonner patrol
officers were used for these focus groups so as oa t to decrease the numb er of possibl e
respo ndents for the data ga thering phase.
Th e first sections were comprised o f demographic questions from which the data
wereused to group responden ts for comparison purposes (Operations Research - F" Divisi on
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 1993). The police officers were asked operational
quest ions to asses s the effects of the 12-hour shift on the operational requ irements of the
RNC (Cunningham. 1990; Operations Research "E- Division Royal Canadian Mo unted
Pol ice. 199 3: Pierce & Dunham. 1992; Thorvaldson, 1984). Shift workers and their spouses
were asked abo ut the l z-bour shift's impact on their leisure and family schedu les (Burke.
199 3; Maynard & Maynard. 1982; Stenmark. DePiano . Wackwitz. Cannon. & WaIfi sh.
1982). Shi ft wo rkers were asked to report how they were affected with respect to fatigue.
health. moral e and jo b involvement (Brooke . Russell & Price. 1988; Crank & Caldera. 1991:
deCaru fel & Schaan, 1990; Stenmark, DePiano. Wackwi tz. Canno n. & Wal fish. 1982:
Zed ec k, Jackson. & Summers Merce, 1983). All respondents were asked to report their
preferences with respect to various shift sched ule aspects. as well as their perceptions of and
satisfaction with 1 2~ and 8~hour shift work schedules (Crank & Caldero. 1991; Cunnin gham ,
1990 : Pierce & Dunham. 1992; Thorvalds on . 1984).
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Th e questionnaires and structured interviews were pilot test ed. on several former
patrol officers. Feedback from these sess ions was used to adjust the questionnai res and
structured interviews . The approximate time needed for an individual to comp lete the
instruments was 20 to 30 minutes.
Cop ies of the Members' Questi onnaire . the Supervisors ' (Shift Workers )
Questio nnaire. the Supervisors ' (9 [ 0 S Worke rs) Structured Interview. and t:he
Spouse s'lPanners' Struc tured Interview are provided in Appendices 2 to 5. The Dyadic
Adjustment Scale (Spanier. 1981) usedin the foUow-up mail-out to the spouses is provided
in Appendix 6.
2.3 Proced ure
At the beginning ofMay 1994, memoranda from the researcher. the Chie f of Police.
and the President of the RNCA. were sent to all offi cers of the patro l divisions of the St.
John's , Come r Brook. and Labrador City detachments. The memoranda addressed the
planned survey and its purpose . \\/here applicable. the officers workin g: 12-hour shi ft
schedules were asked to take the memoranda home to their spouses. so the spouse s would
be awar e of the survey before they were contacted and asked to participate. Copies of the
memoran da are provided in Appendix 7.
2.3.1 Co nstables and shift worki ng su pe rvis ors
During the last wee k of May and the first week of June 1994. the Members '
Questionnaire was adminis tered to the constables working 12-hour shift sched ules in the
patrol divis ion o f the St, lohn's detachmen t. Half the platoo ns were working nigh t shifts
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(8 :00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.) during this period . Following the pre-shift issuing o f ass ignments
and brie fmg. balf the constables on duty were asked to stay behin d to complete the
questi onnaire while the other half initiated their assigned duties. At this poin t the constables
were reminded of the purpose for the survey, given the questionnaire. and instructed to
complete it on their own. They were told that it would take roughl y 20 to 30 minutes to
complete the questionnaire and that any questions should be directed to the researc her so as
not to disturb the othe r partic ipants. As these individuals finis hed. they were deploye d so
that the other individuals could rerumto participate in the survey. This group was instructed
in the same manner. An y constables arriving late were taken aside and instructed
individually.
The otherhalf of the platoons were working day shi fts (8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.). In
these instances the procedure was essentially the same with the exception tha t half were
surveyed on the tim day of their two-da y stretch and the other half were surv eyed on the
secon d day.
During the third week oflune 1994. the Members ' Questionnaire was administered
in the Labrado r City detachment. The procedure previousl y used for the platoons working
night shifts in SL John's was used here for both day and night shifts. During the fourth week
o f June t994, the Members' Questi onnai re was administered in the Comer Brook
detac hmen t, util izing the same procedure as was used in Labrado r City .
While the constables in each area were completing the Members' Questionnaire, the
sergeants and staff sergean ts assigned to the platoons completed the Supervisors ' (Shift
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Workers) Questionnaire. For reporting purposes. me constables and shift working
supervisors were grouped together and will be referred. to as the workers .
2.3.2 Day working superv tsors
Structured interviews wereconducted with the day wo rking supervi sors of the patrol
divisions of the Labrador City and Co me r Brook detachments durin g the third and fourth
weeks of June 1994 . The day working supervisors at the St. John 's detachment were
interviewed in earl y September 1994. The supervisorswere interviewed at their convenience
and were give n the instruc tions provided at the beginning of the Supervi sors ' (9 to 5
Workers) Stru ctured Intervi ew .
2.3.3 Spouses of constab les and sbift worki ng superv isors
Two weeks before the researcher's trip s to labrador City and Comer Brook. all
spousesof the o fficers assigned to the patrol divisions of thesedetachments working the 12-
how-shift sched ules were contacted and asked to participate in a structured interview. If an
officer's spouse was also an officer who worked the l z-bc ur shift schedules. that spouse was
emitted from the list of potential interviewees so as to avoid the possi bility of surveying that
ind ividual twice . runes con venient to the interviewees were chose n for appoi ntm ents.
Whe n the researcher arrived in the region. each respondent was called to reconfirm
appointment times . Structured intervi ews were conducted in the respondents' homes. The
intervi ewees we re reminded of the contents of the memoranda defining the purpo se of the
survey , or were give n a copy of the mem oranda if they had not rece ived them or could not
recal l the con tent. They wen: given the instru ctions provided at the beginning of the
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SpouselPartner Structured lat ervi ew before the interview began. At the co nclusion of the
interview. the respondents wen: informed lhey would be receiving a mai l-cut questionnaire
in the coming mon ths and were thankedfor their time and cooperation.
Upon return from these research trips. a subgroup ofspouses was randomly selected.
from a com plete list ofthe spouses cf the constables and.shift working superviso rs assign ed
to the patrol division of the St John's detachm ent. The indivi duals from the subgroup were
co ntacted and ask ed to participate. The sam e procedure used for the Labrador City and
Comer Broo k interviews was followed for theSt John 's detachment interviews. Thesetoo k
place during the first. second. and third weeks of August 1994.
In order to compare the satisfaction of'the workers and their spousesit was necessary
to devise a system that would allow pairsof surveys to be matched.. To this end. instructions
were given to respo ndents on how to construct a code numbe r that would be identical for the
worke r and spouse of each pair . It was expected that the research er wo uld be able to pair
every worker with his or her spouse. as long as hom had bee n surveyed.
Unfortunately. a perfect match couJd not be achieved for several reasons. First. not
all workers whose spouses were surveyed were present when the workers ' questi onnaires
were administered. Second. not all respondents constructed a code number because.
altho ugh they bad.been assured otherwise. they feared they could be identified if the
researc her had access to their personne l files. Finally. some parts of the code num bers were
erron eous ly generated by either the worker or the spous e. Thirty-nin e pairs of workers and
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spouses were identified using the code numbers constructed by the respondents and
responses to demogra phic questions.
2.3.4 Dyadi c:Adj us tme n t Scale mail-out
During the first week of September 1994. the Dyadic Adjustment Scale was mailed
out to the spouses. along with a cover letter reminding the partici pants of the previous
interview and the purpose of me study . Instructions on completion and return procedures
were also provided. A self-addressed, postage- paid rerum envelope was included for the
convenience of each respondent. Two of the respondents from the first phase had moved
since the interviews and the officers to whom they were married were now ",..orking a
different shift schedule than at the time of the initial interviews. Therefore. these two
spouses were not included in the mail-out,
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Chapter 3 RES ULTS
Comparisons weredrawn betweenthe workers' perceptions of and satisfaction wi th
the 12A and 12B shift schedules and the 8-hour shift schedules. Comparisons were also
drawn among the various groups identified within the detachments. Schedule 12A is used
in the St. John 's detachment ....tille 128 is usedin the Comer Brook and Labrador City
detachments, leading results to be confounded by detachment and type of 12-hour shift
schedule.
The survey instruments utilized for this research were developed to meet the applied
research needsof a monitoring committee consisting of RNC management andmembers of
the RNCA. Therefore. the instruments inc luded many operational and other types of
questions which are not part of the focus of this thesis. Data directly related to the focus of
this thesis were analyzed and the results an: presented in this chapter. The questions an:
provided in tabular fonn in Appendix 8.
Responses to questions that were designed to assess the same construct were tested
for their intercorrelations. Responses on scales of the same format that were significantly
correlated were averaged to give a single score. For example, all construct related and
intercorrelated responses on 7-point l iken scales were combined to give one score. In some
cases one or man: questions wen: stated in a direction opposite to that used.for the majority
of the other questions. This made it necessary to reverse the scoring of these questions
before testing the interccrrelaticns and combining the responses.
3.1 Th e effects of eenseeu nv e night sbifb
The workers were askedaseries of qucstio ns on the effect of the shift change on their
quantity and quality of sleep over work periods anddays off. The respo nse frequenc ies for
the wor kers in the three detachments are reponed in Table 3. L As will be the case
throughout this thesis. the question num bers and wordings given correspond to those used
in the Members' Questionnain:: and the numbers and wordings for the other instruments may
vary slightly .
In response to these four questions on changes in sleep patterns and two ope n ended
questi ons as to how the quality of sleep haschanged, fewer than half of the workers (42.54%.
M "" 57) felt that their sleep patterns had improved. However. on the positive side. only a
minority of workers (23.13'Y.. ,t:l .. 31) reported any negative effect of me shift change on
their slee p patterns . The remainder of the workers reported no chan ge in the quantity and
quality of their slee p.
3.2 T he effects of ear ly morning start tim es
The workers and spouses were asked to repo rt cban ges in level of di fficulty setting
aside time for meals together with family and taking care o fcbl ldren. The mean scores and
stan dard deviations for the workers and spouses in the threedetachments are reponed in
Table 3.2.
The responses for all questions on setting aside time were given on a seven point
Likert scale . For the workers . one represented "Much Less Often" and seve n represented
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TobleJ .!.
Respon se freQuencies for the wor kers in tbe tlues:,I,!pcb!))," t! for the questions on qUAolily and aUAlily pfs lccp
SI. John's Comer Labrador
Brook City
41, flas the quantity (amount)of yoursleepover work perteds increased. decreased,
or remained thesame since the initiation or the 12 hour shift schedule?
[lJ Increased 21 9 I
12J Decreased 19 2 2
(3) Remainedthe same 53 15 8
42. lias the quality of yoursleep overwork period. changedsince the initiation of the
12 hour shill schedule?
[I ) y" 28 10 2
121 No 68 15 9
44. Has the quantity (amount) of your sleepoverday. off increased, decreased,or
remainedthe same since the initiationor the 12 hour shiftschedule?
[I I Increased 30 6 I
[21 Decreased 5 I I
[l l Remained the same 62 19 9
45. lias thequality of your sleepoverdays orf changedsince theinitiation of'rhe12
hourshift schedule?
[IJ Yes 36 7 2
2 No 59 17 9
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Table 3.2.
MenD scoresandstandarddeyirujons forthl:workersandarousesjnthl:three ds;t3cbmenls til[ the Qyestions onrespondents' difficulty
seujnggsjde tjme
32. Since the shift schedule change have St.Joh n's Comer Brook LabradorCity
you and yourspouse/partnerhaddifficulty
Workers Spouses Workers Spouses Workers Spousessetting aside time foreach cf'the following
less ormore often: M sn ~) :m ~) :m ~) sn (~) sn I ~) sn(M)
A. Meals togetherwith family? 4.J5 1.78 2.27 1.45 4.68 2.10 2.48 1.21 5,00 2.05 2.64 1.36
(92) (44) (25) (21) (11) ( 11)
C. Takingcareof children? 4.37 2.11 2.13 1.43 4.68 2.11 2.65 1.22 4.45 2.16 2.60 1.51
(62) (31) (19) (17) (11) (10)
Composite Measure 4.23 1.78 1.84 0.92 4.79 2.06 2.62 0.94 4.73 2.00 2.30 1.42
1(62) 31 (19) 1(17) 1(11) (10)
~. The responses forthe abovequestions were given ona seven point Likertscale. Forthe workers.one represented"MuchLess
Often" andsevenrepresented"Much More Otten." Forthe spouses, one represented"Much Less Difficult" andsevenrepresented
"Much MoreDifficult."
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" Much More Often..- For the spouses.one represented "Much Less Difficult" and seven
represented "Much More Difficult, - This scale is used thro ughout the results secti on.
An alpha level of .05 was used for al l stati stical tests . The responses fer the [WQ
statements weresignificamly correlated.r (148) "" .74. ~ < .001. andwere therefore averaged
for ease of reporting . The workers reported no changes in the level ofdi fficulty setting aside
time for theseactivities (M =4.40). The spouses repo rted "mode rate" dec lines in the level
of difficulty setting aside time(M =2.15). with 82.76% lli =48) of spouses reporting some
decrease in difficulty settin g aside time . The spouses reported signi ficantly larger dec lines
in the levels of difficulty setting aside time thandid the workers. I (148) = 8.39. .IJ < .00 t.
3.3 T he effects of the physical and men tal tas k loads on the optimal length of shifu
workers were asked ifthey felt more tired at the end ofa I 2-hour shift than at the end
of an 8·hour shift . The response frequencies for the workers in the three detachm ents are
repo rted in Table 3.3. The majori ty of workers (63 .64%.l::l =84) repo rted feeling no more
tired at the end of a 12-hour shift thanat me end of an 8-hour shift. whi le 36.3 7% ill ""48)
of theworkers reported feeling more tired at the end of a l2-bour shift. Oflhose work ers who
reported feeling more tired at the end of a 12-oo ur shift., only one worker fe lt the increased
fatigue had a negative effect on work performance.
In order to further assess the fatigue of worke rs on the various types of sh ifts. the
workers were asked to report bow often.,on average. they fell asleep on a single shift of each
type . Th e overall means of the frequencies repo rted by the workers are provided in Table
3.4. The largest differences werebetweenthe day and night shifts . The scores for the night
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Table 3.3.
Responst; fmtuencies for the WQrkers in thethree dcqc;hments fo r the qUestio D on fatigue
followjn g a J2. honr shift
37. Do you feel more tired at tbe end ofa t2 St.John's Comer l abrador
hourshift thanat theendof an8 hourshift? Brook City
Ig! Yes 39 7 2No 56 19 9
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Table 3.4 .
Mg, ns for the num ber Qfp mc:s wodcro rr;oorn;d CaIJjng asleep Qn aveljl g; Qn sing!; shifts
o [va rjoy s typc;s
Shift
Nieh tSchedule Tvoe Dav Evening
8-Ho ur .01 .02 .52
tz -Hour .01 Not Applica ble .43
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shifts were not as disparate . The scores for the 8-bour night shift eM- .52) were only
slightly higher than thosefor the 12-hour night shift eM- .43).
In response to the item assessing perceived effectiveness, the majority of workers
(81.34%. N == 109) felt tbat their effectiveness had increased. 2.24% ill = 3) ofworkers felt
their effectiveness decreased, and 16.42% ill == 22) felt it remained the same . Two of tile six
day workin g supervisors responding felt the members ' effectiveness as police officers
increased sincethe change from the 8-hour shift schedule to the 12-hour shift schedule. One
day workin g supervisor felt there wasa decrease in effectiven ess. and three felt the level o f
effecti veness remained the same (see Table 3.5).
The majority of workers (66.17%.1i =88) reponed mal the perc entag e ofon-duty
time usedefficiently increased since the change to the 12-hour shift schedul e. 2.26% ill -
3) o f workers reported that the percentage decreased. while 31.58% G::f == 42) repo rted it
remained the same . One day working supervisor reportedthat the percentage of on-duty time
used efficiently increased. Two day working supervisors reported the percentage decreased.
whi le three reported it remained the same (see Table 3.6).
JA Th e effects of short intervals of tim e off between two shifts
The workers and. spouses were asked if the presen t schedule allows the workers
adequate time off between work periods for family related activities . The mean scores and
standard deviations for the workers and spouses in the threedetachments are reponed for this
question in Table 3.7. Both grou ps "moderate ly agreed" that the 12-hour shift schedules
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Table3.5.
RrswD5e frequen cies for ttx; "p rlcea and day WQrldng5lI!2CJ"fiSOI'Sin the [hra: detac hmen ts
for the questio n on effectiy(or;ss
22. Do you feel that your
effectiveness as a police St.John's Comer Brook Labrador City
officer hasincreased.
decreased.or remained the
same sincethechange from
the 8 hourshift schedule to Workers Sup. Workers Sup. Waders Sup .
the 12 hourshiftschedule? (9-5) (9-5) (9-5)
[I J Increased 79 2 20 0 10 0
I ~il Decreased 2 0 1 1 0 0Remained the same 16 0 5 0 I 3
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Tab le 3.6.
Response fmmepcies for the workers and daVy;nrki ng superviso rs in the three det achme nts
fo r the qu est ion on e ffici ency
27 . Has the percentage of SL John's Comer Brook Labrador City
on duty time usedefficiently
increased, dec reased, or
remained the same since the Workers Sup. Workers Sup . Workers Sup.
change to the t2 hour shift (9-5) (9-5) (9-5)
schedule?
[ll Increased 64 0 16 0 8 I[il D« reased 2 0 I 2 0 0Remained the same 30 1 9 0 3 2
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Tab le 3. 7.
Mean 'iC:prr;:;and mndard dr;vja tjq ns fo r the worken and SPOugs in th e tbm: detac hments
fQr !he q uestion 9 0 adeq!!ac:y of tjms o ff
3 1. My present shift schedule allows me adequate time off'between work periods for
family related activities .
51.John's Co mer Brook Labrador City
Workers Spouses Workers Spouses Workers Spouses
M SQ ~ SQ M SQ M SQ M SQ M SQCHI CHI CHI CHI CHI
5.95 1.42 6.18 1.08 6.44 .96 6.27 .70 6.45 .69 6.50 .85
(94) (44) (25) (22) (II) (10)
N2Ic. The respo nses for the above questions weregiven on a seven poin t Likert scale where
one represented "Strongly Disagree" and seven represented -S trongly Agree ."
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a llowed the workers adequate time offbetween work periods for family re lated activities (M
., 6.08 and M " 6.25. respecti vety.j (204) ""· .96. 0$) .
Part of the questi onnaire was design ed to allow the respondents an opportunity to list
the positive and negative factors ass ociated with the 12· and 8-hour shi ft schedules .
Co mm ents on the absen ce of the "sho rt change" were among those most ofte n cited as a
positi ve factor associated with the12--hourshiftschedul es and comments on the presence of
the "short change" were among those most often cited as a negative facto r associat ed with
the 8-bour shift schedules.
3.5 Th e effects of the Ieetuston of free weekend s
Three questions relating to workers ' andspouses ' satisfactio n with time available for
non-wo rk activities were presented . The mean scores and standard de viations for the
workers and spouses in the threedetachments are reported in Table 3.8. The responses o n
these questions were averaged in such a way that higher scores reflected higher levels o f
satisfaction with the effects of the 12-hour shift schedules. The combined mean for workers
(M " 6.02) wassignifican tly bigher than that for spouses eM '"5.39. J (207) - 4.29. 12< .00 1).
Respo nses to all items were significan tly intercorre lated (see Table 3.9). The standardized
item alpha value for the threereply composi te measure is .45.
Respo nses to two questions relating to workers " and spouses " levels of difficulty
setting aside time for leisure with childre n, spouse and friends and time for part icipatio n in
club and organizati on type activities were significan tly corre lated. I ( 183) - .80. 12< .00 1.
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Table 3.8.
Mean scores nnd stnndum deyjutjoos for the work ers And S!l!l!!se$ in the three de !pehmc O!s (or the 'JI1I"$tjon, on snljsfqcljQOwjth
time available fornonworkactivities
St. John's ComerBrook LabradorCity
Workers Spouses Workers Spouses Workers Spouses
~) SIl ~) SIl ~) SIl (~) SIl (~) SIl ~) SIl
28. II is quiteeasyto planoff-duty 6.18 1.28 5.77 1.68 6.92 .27 6.14 1.08 6.7l 047 6.l6 .92
activities on my present shin (97) (44) (26) (22) (11) (I I)
schedule.
29. I haveto decrease some off- 2.64 1.6l l .64 1.84 1.92 1.20 2.91 1.77 l .OO 2.14 l .O9 1.97
duty activitiesbecause of my (97) (44) (26) (22) ( II ) ( II)
present shiftschedule.
35. Ingeneral, l havemore time
to spendonmypersonal interests 6.09 1.14 5Al 1.65 6.54 .86 5.s5 1.22 l .OO 1.00 6.09 .94
since I began working the 12 hour (95) (44) (26) (22) ( II) ( II)
shift schedule.
CompositeMeasure 5.89 .96 5.19 1.28 6.51 .62 5.59 1.00 5.91 .96 5.79 .79I (95) (44\ 26\ (22\ I fi ll I I
~. Theresponses fortheabove questions weregivenonu sevenpoint Likert scale whereone represented "Strongly Disagree"
andseven represented "Strongly Agree."
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Table: 3.9.
rntmom;lations between !he thm: questio ns relating to wo rkers' and SPOuses' satisfactioD
-I hi fj- h .WJl nme aval a e Q r DODwo - asnnnss
Ouesti on 29 35
28 .30 ,25
(2 \1) (209 )
11 < ·001 12 < ·00 1
29 .39
-
(209)
12< _DOt
35
-
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The responses on these questions were averaged in such a way tha t high scores refl ected
higher leve ls ofdifficulty setting asidetime for activities on the 12-hour shift sched ules than
on the 8-bour shift schedules. Spouses report ed significantly more improvemen t in the
ability to find time for certain types of family and social/leisure acti vities on the compos ite
measure (M = 2.47) thandid the workers (M =0 4.48) U(l 83) · 7.85. 12< .00 1). The results
are reported by detachment in Table 3.10.
The increase in the amount of free wee kend time was part of the response category
that was most ofte n cited as a posi tive factor associated with the present 12-ho ur shift
schedules and the lack of free weekend time was part of the response category that was most
ofte n cited as a negative factor associ ated with the 8-ho ur shift sched ules .
3.6 The effects of forward rotation
As the results repo rted in section 3.1 indicated., fewer than half of the wo rkers
reported that their sleep parrerns had improved since the change to the forward rotati ng 12-
hour shift sc hedules.
3.7 Th e effects ofa shi ft eycle of short du rati on
The mean scores and standard deviations on the eight quest ions comprising the
composite measure ofsatisfa ction for the workers in the threedetachments are repo rted in
Table 3.1 1. The responses on thesequestions were averaged in such a way that higher scores
reflected higher levels of satisfaction with the effects of the lz -bour shift schedules. The
stan dardized item alpha value for the eight reply composite measure is .76. This val ue was
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Table 3.10.
MenDscores lIDdslQDdard dcyjul jons [or the wo rkers and spouses in the three delnchmenl9 [orthe ques tions Oil difficu lty sell inI'
Ililik.1inu:
32. Since the shiftschedule SI.John's Comer Brook LabradorCity
chance haveyouandyour
spousc!partnerhaddifficulty Workers Spouses Workers Spouses Workers Spouses
settingasidetime foreach of the
followingless ormoreoften: ~, SO ~, SO (~\ SO I~' SO ~, SO ~, SO
D. Leisure timetogether with 4.69 2.05 2. 18 1.06 4.44 2.24 2.23 1.34 4.9 1 2.21 2.55 1.29
children, spouse/partnerand (90) (44) (25) (22) (II) ( I I)
friends?
E. Participationin clubs, 4.34 1.74 2.55 1.48 4.35 2.08 3.06 1.20 4.18 1.47 2.70 1.70
organizations, etc.? (95) (33) (23) (17) (II) (10)
Composite Measure I i9~~ 1.81 2.44 1.01 ii~; 2.13 ~i~~ 1.17 I i·55 1.68 2.35 1.36(32 ) 111 I (10)
till1s::, Theresponses [orthe abovequestions weregivenona sevenpointLikenscale. Forthe workers, onerepresented"Much
Less Often" and seven represented "Much MoreOlien." For the spouses, one represented"Much Less Difficult" andseven
represented"Much More Difficult."
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Tabld.11.
Mean sco res and standard devi ations for tbe WOrkers in Ibe lhree detacbmeDls for the qllesl joDs comprisjng !be co mpmi le
sOl jsfucl jOIl measure (P urt J o( 2)
St. John's ComerBrook LabradorCity
~) SIl ~) SIl ~) SIl
28. It is quite easy 10 planoff-duty activities on my present 6.18 1.28 6.92 .27 6.73 .47
shiftschedule. (97) (26) ( II )
29, I have to decrease some olT-dut)'activities because of my 2.64 1.63 1.92 1.20 3.00 2.14
present shiftschedule. (97) (26) ( II )
30. Special time olTrequcsts aredifficult10 obtain on lily 2.60 1.50 2.31 1.81 2.73 1.85
present shift schedule. (97) (26) ( II)
31. My present shiftschedule allowsmeadequate lime off 5.95 1.42 6.44 .96 6.45 .69
between workperiods forfamilyrelated activities. (94) (25) (I I )
33. Ingeneral. thequality ormy family's relationships has 6.22 1.02 6.64 .86 6.27 .47
imnroved since I be'anworkln • the 12 hourshin schedule. (93) (25) ( II)
~. The responses forthe above questions were givenuna seven pciutl.iken scale where one represented "Strongly Disagree"
and seven represented "Strongly Agree,"
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TableJ. II.
Mean scon:s and slandard dev iations for the wnr!.:ersin Ihe Ihree delnchmenls for the !lmm ions cOOlorisioy !be composite
satisfaclion measure (port2oP)
St.John's Comer Brook LabradorCit)'
~) SQ ~) SQ ~) SQ
JS. In general. J have more timeto spend a ll my personal 6.09 1.14 6.54 .86 6.00 1.00
interests since Ibeganworkingthe 12 hourshiftschedule. (95) (26) (I I )
36. In general, thequality ofm y lifehas improved sinceI 6.25 1.11 6.69 .62 6.45 .52
beganworking the 12 hourshift schedule. (96) (26) ( I I)
79. Iprefermy present shiftschedule overallYprevious 6.47 1.24 6.60 1.08 6.82 .40
schedule that l have worked. (95) (25) (I I)
Composite Measure ~j02 .76 6.45 .59 6.13 .66
881 (24) fl l)
tfW.c. Theresponses forlheabove questions weregivenon II seven point Likert scalewhereonerepresented"Strongly Disagree"
and sevenrepresented"Strongly Agree."
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not improved by eliminati ng any item.. AU the items appearto make an equally important
contribution to the overal l value.
A t-test for independent samples conducted on the composite satisfaction measure
using the type of t z-bour shift schedule as the grouping variab le indicated a significan tly
lower score on the composite satisfaction measure for the workers on the schedule of longer
cycle duration. 12A, <M= 6.02) than for the workers on 128 eM ~6.3S).1 ( 121) ""-2.28 . 12
< .025.
3.8 Th e effects ora regula r shift rotation
When asked to choose which shift schedule they would prefer to work if given the
choice between schedules 12A and 12B. a slight majority of workers (52.07%. ~ =63)
indic ated that 12A is the schedule they would prefer to work. while 47.93% ili: " 58) of
workers would prefer to work 12B. Two day working supervisors indica ted they would
prefer to see 12A implemented in the patrol divisions of the RNC. i.f given the cho ice
between the two. while four would prefer to see 12B implemented (see Table 3.12).
wh en asked to indica te their preference for 8A. 88. or tz -hour shift schedules. the
majority of workers (96 .21%.~ :II (27) indicated that they preferred a 12-hour shift schedule.
0.76% lli = I) chose 8A. no one preferred 8B. 2.27% lli = 3) were undecided. and 0.76%
lli = I ) had 00 preference. Six of the day working supervisors chose a l2·hour schedule. no
day working superviso rs chose either of the 8-hour shift schedules. and one had no
preference (see Tab le 3.13).
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Table 3.12.
Respo nse frequencies for the WOrkers and day wo rki ng Impsryi sors jn the Ihree deta chments
for the qu est ion on the respond ents ' preferred 12_bQur shjft schedu le
76. Examin e the foUowing St John' s Comer Brook labrador City
schedule charact eristics and
diagrams. Whic h shift
Workersschedule would you prefer Workers Sup. Workers Sup. Sup.
to work ifgiven the choice? (9-5) (9-5) (9-5)
[1] 2+2 60 0 2 0 1 2
1[213+2 24 2 24 2 10 0
M2tc:. Shift schedule diagrams andsummarycharacteristics were provided in the body of
the questionnaires for theMembers' Questionnaire and the Supervisors ' Questionnaire (Shift
Workers), and in a handout for the Supervisors ' Structured Inte rvi ew (9 to 5 Workers), to
acco mpany this questi on.
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Table 3.D.
Resnon!& frSCII'C0ci<;s for IN wprkm wong;:; and day work ing supervisors in the three
de tac hments for the responden ts" pre ferred shi ft patterns
77. Indicate your preferred St. John 's Comer Brook Labrador City
shift pattem :
Workers Sup. Workers Sup . Workers Sup.
(9-S) (9-S) (9-5)
[1] 3 platoon - 8 hour eq ual [ 0 0 0 0 0
aUocano Dshift pattern
[2] 3 platoon - 8 hour sp lit 0 0 0 0 0 0
shi ft pattern ("Crazy 8'5'1
[3] 4 platoon " 12 hour shift 90 2 26 2 11 2
pattern (t.e. the 2+2 or the
3+2)
[4] Undecided 3 0 0 0 0 0
51I have no creference 1 0 0 0 0 1
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The workers <M= 6.53) and the spouses (M = 6.74) both "strongly agreed" with
statements indicating their preference for the presen t shift sched ule as compared with any
previous schedule (1(205) = -l.37_ns) . In addition., the day working supervisors "moderately
agreed" with a similar statement eM=6.14) . There was no signi fican t di fference between
the three groups . E (2..211) - 1.55. A majority of respondents (94 .86% .1:f - 214 ) were in
agreement with the sta tement tha t addressed this matter (see Table 3. (4 ).
The mean sco res for the level of agreement with theview that it is quite easy to plan
off-duty activiti es on the prese nt shift sc hedule were 6.37 for work ers and 5.96 for spouses
(1(209) = 2.24. 12< .0 10). A strong majori ty of respondents (9 1 .94%.~ = 194) agree d with
the statem ent (see Tabl e 3.15).
3.9 ThE d f«ts of fa mily f.acton 0 0 utisf.acrion witb tbE II-hour shift sched ules
To test the impact of fami ly facto rs on satis faction with the 12-hour shift sched ules
theworkers weredivided into four groups. The grou ps and mean satisfaction scores are as
follows: ( I) those who have a spo use who works outside the home on a full-time. fixed day-
shift schedule and also have a child or children of school age (M = 6.39. .tf""18): (2) those
who have a spouse who wo rks outside the home on a full-time. fixed day-shi ft schedule but
do DOt have a child or chi ldren of schoo l age eM = 6.10. t! = 27); (3) thosewho have a child
or childre n of sc hool age but do not have a spouse who works outside the horne on a full-
time. fixed day-shift schedule CM- 5.86.l:i '"'41); and (4) those who have neither a spouse
who works outside the home on a full-time , fixed day -shift schedule nor a chi ld or children
of school age CM- 623.l:i ""48 ).
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Table 3.14.
Mean SCQraand 5!jIDdarrldevi ations for the wpdcm spouses and day working :mperyjsoCi
in the three dl;tae;hrnents for thS rr;spondents' preference levsl for thl; present shift schedule
79. [ prefermy present shift schedule over any
revious schedule thatI have worked.
SL lobn's Workers Milil 6.47 (95)
sn 12 4
Spouses Milil 6.75 (44)
sa .87
Sup. (9-5) Milil 6.00 (2)
:m 1.41
Comer Workers Milil 6.60 (25)
Brook
sn 1.08
Spouses M ilil 6.90 (21)
:m .30
Sup. (9-5) Milil 7.00 (2)
sa .00
lab rador Workers M ilil 6.82 ( 11)
City
sn .40
Spouses M ilil 6.36 (\ I)
sn l.43
Sup. (9-5) Milil 5.67 (3)
sn 1.53
Nms. Theresponses forthe abovequestionsweregiven on a seven point Likert scale where
one represented"Strongly Disagree" andseven represented "Strongly Agree."
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Table 3.15.
Mean scores and standard devjations for the;wo rkers and spouses jn the [beee detachme nts
for the questio n on ease ofoff..d" tv activity plann ing
28 . It is quite easy to plan off-duty activities on my presen t shift schedule.
St. John ' s Com er Brook Labrador City
Workers Spouses Workers Spouses Workers Spouses
M SI! M SI! M SI! M SI! M SI! M SI!
ill) ill) ill) ill) (J;) (J;)
6.18 128 5.77 1.68 6.92 27 6.14 1.08 6.73 .47 6.36 .92
(97) (44) (26) (22) (II) (II)
~. The responses for the above questions were given on a seven point Likert scale where
one represented "S trong ly Disagree" and seve n represe nted "Stro ngly Agree."
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A one-way analysis ofvariance wasconducted on thecomposite satisfacti on measure
using thesegroupin gs. Results sbowed a significan t effect of the social cue gro upings. E (3 .
119) :>< 2.n .g:= .048. T-testsshowed thatonJy the first group (M = 6.39) and the third gro up
eM- 5.86) di ffered significantly from one another U ( 119) =2.4 1• .g:< .0 10). No other pair
o f means di ffered significantly.
A comparison of the satisfactio n of the workers and the satisfaction o f their spouses
was conducted using the 39 pairs o f workers and spouses ide ntified by the procedure
described in Sectio n 2.3.3. A t-test for unequal independent sam ples revealed that the paired
(M - 6.0 1) and unpaired (M "" 6.00 ) responde nts ' scores on the composi te satis faction
measure did not diffe r signi ficantly U ( 171.71) - . 16). The compos ite sati sfac tion measure
scores for these workers were not signi ficantly corre lated with the scores for their spouses.
[ (35 ) " .27. A t-test for paired sampl es wasalso conducted on the composite satis faction
measure. Th e scores for the workers eM= 6.14) were not signi fican tly different from the
scores for their S(XJ U5e S eM= 5.89). 1 (36) = -1.69.
Addit ional ly. the pairs were divided into two groups: those from the de tac hme nt
working sc hed ule 12A and those from the two detachments working schedul e 12B. [0 the
12A detachment. the mean com posit e satis faction measure score for the workers was 5.95
and the mean for the spouses was 5.76. In the 128 detachmen t. the mean for the workers
was 6.4 1and the mean for the spouses was6.09. Correlations and t-tests were cond ucted for
the pairs in eac h of these gro ups. The scores were not significantly correlated for e ithe r
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group ([ (2 1) = 29 and r(ll) " .10. respective ly) andthepaired scores were not significantly
differe nt for either group U (21 ) " -.89 and 1( 14) " -1 .5 1. respectively).
3. 10 Dyadit Adjustme nt St2 le
DAS scores ranged from 57.00 to 116.00 CM "" 96 .91 and SO = 12.99). The
distributi on was som ewhat negatively skewed and more peaked than a normal distribution .
Spani er ( 1976). lhe crea tor of the DAS. reported a mean score of 114.18 for married coup les
and a mean score of70.70 for divorced couples. For married female respondents. Burger and
Jacobson (1979) obtained. a mean score of 110.12 while Filsin ger and Wilson (198 3)
obtained. a mean score of I 17.63. The DAS scores in the presen t samp le eM= 96.9 1) were
significantly lower than those reported by Spani er <M= 114.18).1 (49)" 6.85.1) < .05.
Unfortunalely it was not possible to analyse the resultsby detachment, type of tz- ecueshift
schedule . or fami ly because the returns were ano nymous.
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Cha pter 4 DISCUSSION
The data provide suppon for the governing hypothesis of tbis study : workers and their
spouses prefer the l2-h our com pressed work week shift schedules over the previously
utilized 8-hour shift schedules. In addition, the effects ofthe 3+2version of the 12-hour shift
sched ule (l2B) are viewed as su perior to the effec ts of the 2+2 version (l2A) on a number
of criteria. The fc llowing sections will serve to further explainsome of these findingsin the
context of the depen dent variab les iden tified thro ughout this thesis . Organization of these
sec tio ns by depende nt variab le allows for a more conci se discussi on. as many of the
hyp otheses are rela ted and if each were discussed separat ely a great deal of redundant
info rmation would bepresented. As retrospectiv e subj ective percepti ons accounted for the
bulk of the presen t research. the emphasis in this thesis has been directed toward the areas
in which subjective perceptions are the premier mode of data collect ion, preference and
satisfaction.
4.1 Preference and sa tisfactio n
The present 12·hour shift sc hedules were vastly preferred to the previously worked
8-hour shift schedules and satisfaction measures were very high. A co mpariso n of the two
12- hour shift schedules resulted in a slight majori ty of workers reporting they would pre fer
to work sched ule 12A if given a cho ice betwee n the two tz-hcur shi ft schedules . In an
apparently contrary finding, workers on schedule 128 were more sa tisfied than the worke rs
on schedule l l A. Howev er. from the resul ts o f a compari son of the percentage s o f
prefe rence between the workers in the detachment working 12A (SL Jobn ' s ) andme workers
in thedetachmen ts working 128 (Co mer Brook andLabrador City) it beco mes apparent that
the slightly higher preference report for 12A may simply be a function of the greater number
of workers presentl y working 12A. Nearly 88% of workers presentl y working the 128
schedule indicated that they would prefer to work their present schedule, a much higher
endorsement percentage than the 69.770/0 preference rate reported by 12A workers for their
curre nt schedule.
Additionally. it is interesting to note that the detachments working 128 worked 12A
in a previous trial of the 12-hour shift schedules, while the detachment working 12A did not
have the correspo nding advan tage of previously working L28. lt would appear that the
detachments working 128 would be makin g a more informed choice , and they chose 128 .
A notable portion of the workers from the detachment using IlA also chose 128. even
though most of them hadnever worked 128 . In addition . the majority of the day working
superviso rs indicated they would prefer to see 128 implemented in the patrol divisions of the
RNe, if given the choice between 12A and 128 . This demonstrated that 128 ""115 viewed
as superior to 12A by the workers who have badthe opportunity to work both andby theday
working supervisors.
4.2 F2mily f2cton
The social cues o f waders badsome significant e ffects. As expected. the workers
with a spouse who worksoutside the home on a full-time, fixed day-shift schedule and with
school age children. reported the highest levels of satisfaction . families with these two
characteristics would besubject to conflicts between theparents' schedules and between each
parent' s schedule and the children's or child' s school schedule(s). Assuming a shift schedule
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lessens the impacts ofthcse conflicts on the families.these families should be affect ed most
by the shi ft schedule. However, the workers with neith er of these fami ly charact eristi cs
repo rted higher levels of satisfaction than did worke rs with one of the two chara cteristi cs.
4.3 Co mparison or work ers an d spouses
The lack ofcorrelati on between the composite satisfaction sco res of workers and their
spouse s would imply that the factors which foster satisfaction for a worke r are different from
those which foster sa.ri.sfaction for that worker 's spouse . The possibili ty of different fac tors
being respcnsibte for workers ' and spouses' satisfaction is strengthe ned by the signi fican t
differences between workers andtheir spouses on other satisfaction measures. The potential
differen ce in perception between worke rs and spouses may result in internal stress on the
marri age or partnership, thus causing an additi onal stress on shift workers and their famili es .
Addi tional research in this area may lead to discovery of factors considered important by
spouse s that have been previously overlooked.
-',-' Marital ad justme nl
The comparatively low scores on the DAS suggest that the respondents had, on
average, a lower level of adjustment in their marriages or partnerships than did the
respondents survey ed in previous studies. Unfortunate ly, as the DAS was an anonymous
mai l-in , it was not possib le to compare the self selected respo ndents to those wn o did not
comp lete the DAS, in order to role out possible biase s in the sample. To the researc her's
know ledge, this is the first time the DAS bas been usedwith police familie s. The results lead
to some interesting questions for future rese arch; would the resul ts be the same for oth er
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police families and if so . what causes this lower leve l ofadjustment? Future research may
confirm previous researchers ' suspicio ns that the high levels ofstress in police work lead to
negative effects on the families of the police officers. not just on the officers.
4.5 Sleep and fatigue
The finding thai:workers reported no improv ement in their s leep patterns when the y
chan ged from the 8-hour to the 12-hour shift sc hed ules was une xpecte d and co ntrary to
resul ts reported in previous research. Peacock er al. (1983 ) found that police o fficers
working a 12-hour compressed work wee k shift schedul e reported longer and more regular
sleep patterns for six days of the eight day work week. One important difference. however.
between that study and the present one is that o fficers in the form er stud y were asked to
report their sleep partems for each individ ual day of the full cycle. whi le officers in the
present stud y were asked to give a report on the general quality of the ir sleep in retros pect.
Th us. the present measure may not have been sensitive enough to detec t the difference s
between the days of the cycle .
The fact that the workers did not report higher levels of fatigue and falling as lee p on
dury for the longer 12-hour shifts is an ap parently counterintuitive finding . Howeve r. the
finding does provide suppo rt for the asserti on that compressed workwee k schedules give the
wo rker more time to recover from night wo rk (Rosa et aL 1990). decre ase bored om. and
increase job satisfaction (Atwater, 1978; Pierc e & Dunham, 1992). The report ed increases
in the work ers ' effectiveness as police officers and the percentage of on-duty time used
efficientl y may also be a result of dec reases in boredom on the shift (Atwater . 1978) . Thi s
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increased effecti veness may alsocontribute to the decrease in the e ffect of shift length on the
workers' fatigue .
Asi de from these possibilities there is ano ther plaus ible explanation: the num bers
repo rted ma y have been low overal l due to demand characteri stics. AJtho ugh the questi on
about fall ing as leep on du ty was prefaced with a statement that it was a common prob lem in
po lice wo rk. man y respo ndents may still have been re luctant to admi t to it. As was
mentioned previously. some respo ndents feared they could be identified if the researc her had
access to their personnel files. althou gh they had beenassuredotherwise. Additio naJly. the
data are:limited to the subjecti vely experienced percep tions o f the police officers who wis h
to keep the 12-bour shi ft schedules they are:presently wo rking. Unfo mmately . it would be
difficult. if no t im poss ible. to remove all demand chara cteristics from su ch a negative ly
perceived qu ery .
-1.6 Time off
Wo rkers repo rted theabsence of the short interval between shift chan ges. the greater
amount of time o ff between work periods for fami ly rela ted and other non -work activities.
the inc lusio n of free weekend time. andregular schedules of rotatio n co mbined to make the
12-bour shift sched ules superior to the 8-hour shift schedules. Given these resul ts one might
expect tha t there woul d be a decrease in the workers ' reported leve ls of d ifficulty setting
as ide tim e for meal s together with family and taking care of chi ldren. However. such a
decreas e was not reported.
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Ibis inconsistency may have resulted from a misunderstandin of the response scale
for these statements. The results o f the scale ' s pilot tests did not indicate any problems so
the scale was used for the workers ' surveys. However, the confus ion of the first spouses
interviewed led to the wording of the scale being adjusted for the spous es. The scale was
change d to range from " Much less Difficult" to " Much More Difficult" instead of from
" Much less Often " to "Much More Often.- As this chang e did not happen until after the
majority ofme workers hadbeensurveyed. the workers ' scale could not be adjusted . [fthe
workers had the same difficulty interpreting the scale as did the initial spouses surveyed. then
this confusion may have resultedin the differential respo nses repo rted by the workers. It is
possible there was no actualdifference in the change of level ofdifficulty setting aside time
between the workers and their spouses .
4.7 Coaclusiom
Previ ous shift work research bas mostly dealt with examining the quantifiable
physical effec ts on workers. This study, however, has concentrat ed on the satisfaction of
wor kers and thei r spouses with 8- and 12-hour shift schedules in order to addre ss the
Importance o ffamily factors andsatisfactio n measures. The 12-hour comp ressed work week
shift schedules studied in this thesis appearto allow the police agency in question [0 provide
the 24-hour a day, seven day a wee k service required by the pub lic, while at the same time
providing the ir officers and their officers ' families with shift work schedules with which they
have a high level of satisfaction.
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The comments made by the workers andspouses surveyed mirror the social reasons
given by Wedderburn ( 1980) and Van loon (1963) when they concluded. that complete re-
entrainment would not be a desirable goal for most workers . These resul ts suppo rt the
asserti on that in order to avoid the hannfu.leffects of incomplete re-entrainment, a shift
schedule with the least:effect on the sleeping and socializing habits of the workers should be
utilized . The low number of night shifts in success ion on the 12-hour shift schedule
minimizesthe disruption of circadian rhythmicity and is therefore more beneficial physica.ly
and socially for the workers and their families than are the 8-hour shift sched ules.
In addition to the high levels of satisfaction and thephysical andsocial benefits. there
....1!S yet anomer positive finding. The results showed.that the worke rs. the spouses and the
workers' supervisors all agreedthat the l2 -hour shift schedules were me best of me studied
schedules. The fact mat the workers and their spouses agreethat the 12-hour shift sched ules
are more satisfying than the 8-hour shift schedules should lead to an increase in the workers'
satisfaction with respect to shift work. Also of benefit is the agreement between the workers
and the supervisors that the 12-hour shift schedul es are the bestalternative. Thi s common
belief should improve the relationships betweenthe workers andtheir superior officers. The
combination of these two results should. hopefully. Jead to a decrease in the stress caused by
two of the most significant~ ofpoliceofficerstress : shift work and.dealing with superior
officers.
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4.8 Future researe b
This study concentrated on the area of personal satisfaction. one of four areas of
concern identified by Cwmingham (1990). The three other areas ofconcern whic h also need
to be studied in formal ized field research are: ( I ) manage rial coordination; (2) administrative
efficiency; and (3) perso nal prod uctivity andeffectiveness. All of these areas can have an
impact upon the satis factio n of workers with their shift schedule. Researc h must also be
conducted to define the types of tasks workers are required to perform during patrol shifts.
This will allow future researchers to further quan tify the effects of fatigue on the efficiency
and effectiven ess of workers .
ln this study. differences in satis faction with the 8-hour and lz-bour sh ift sc hedul es
meant differences in respondents ' retrospective levels of satisfaction with the 8-hour shift
sched ules and their reports of present satisfaction with the 12-hour shift sc hedules . No
prospecti ve measure of satisfaction across sched ule type was possible as the request for the
research was not received by the researc her until less than a month befo re the 12-hour shift
schedules were to be imp lemented. This short period of preparati on time. the absence of a
usable survey instrument, the geographic expanse of thearea to besurveyed, and the rotating
eanee of the shifts combined to makeit impossib le to assess satisfaction of the work ers and
spouses with the 8-hour shift schedules while these schedules were operati onal . A pre- and
post- treatme nt design would improv e the val idity of a study in this area. A means of
elimina ting the possible confounding of shift schedule type with detachm ent would also lead
to higher levels of val idity .
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Further study of shift working police officers and their spouses would lead to an
increase in the confi dence with which the results could be gen eralized to other populations .
More research needs to be conducted with families of shift workers and fami lies of pol ice
officers to separate the effects ofshift work and police work. on the family unit, This will
help to ascertain if there may be an interac tion effect between shift work and police work
which makes the effects of each on the familymore stressful than either would be on its own.
It would also provi de further insigh t into the diffe rences betwee n wor kers and spouses with
respect to the factors which affect eac h group's satisfaction with varyin g shift schedules .
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APPENDlX t: DlA GRAMS OF TH E FOUR SEnFT SCHE DULES
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THE 8_ROQR EQUAL AILOCATION SHIFT SCHEDQLE
Schedule Charac teristics :
cycle cons ists of day. night. and evening shifts
two day s are scheduled off near the midd le of a
five day stretc h of days . evenin gs . or nights .
depend ing on the worker 's ass igned rota tion
every third weekend off
"
"
Note : o = Day (8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.)
E = Evening (4:00 p .m. to midnight)
N ,. Night (midnight to 8:00 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Week 2 Week 3
SMTWT FS S M T WT F S SM TW TFSS_
A R C C D O D NNRRNNN E E E E E FIR
1B D O RR O D O NNNNN RFI R R E e E E E
' C OODDDR A RRNNNNN E fR A E E E
2' E ee E E FIR RR C C OOD NNARN N N
2. R R E E E ee DO RRO O e
2C EEA REE E DOCODAA
E E E E ERA AR D eDOD
N NNN NR R R AE E e E E DO R RODO
A ANNNN N E fR R E E E DOOOORR
Figure 4.1. A description and diagram af the 8-hour equal allocation shift
schedule (SA).
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THE SPLIT B-HOOR SH IfT Sc;mrnULE
Schedule Characteristics :
cycle consists of two types each of day and evening
shifts . and one type:of night shift
two da ys are scbeduled off eear the middle of a
five day stretc h of days. evenings. or nights .
dependin g on the worker 's assigned rotation
every third weekend off
Note: 0 = Day (8:00 a. m. to 4 :00 p.m.)
d = day (10:00 a.m . 00 6:00 p.m.)
E = Evening (4:00 p.m. to l2 :00 midnigh t)
e = evening (8:00 p.m. to 4 :00 a.m.)
N = Night (12 :00 midnight to 8:00 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Week 2 Wftk3
SM TW TFS SM T WTFS SMTWT FS
Sq,...
l A, R RD O Ooo E E E E E R R
>A, R ROO O OO e e R a e e e d d d dd RR
' B, D OR R OD O NN NNNRR R R E E E E E
' B, C DRR D o O • • e eeR R
I C, OO OD DR R RRN N NNN E E R R E E E
'C , ODDDDRR R Re e e e e d d R Rdd d
Figure 4 .2. A descripti on and diagram of the split 8-hour shift schedule (8B. Part
10r6).
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THE S P L IT 8 .UQJJR SHIFT Semmm.r; ( c;gntd )
Schedule Charac teris tics :
cycle consists of two types each of day and evening
shifts . and one type of night shift
two days are scheduled off near the middle of a
five day stretch of da ys. evenings, or nights .
depending on the worker's assigned rota tion
every third weekend off
Note: 0 = Day (8:00 a.m . to 4:00 p .m .)
d = day 0 0:00 a.m . to 6:00 p.m .}
E = Evening (4 :00 p .m. to 12:00 midnight)
e = evening (8:00 p .m . to 4 :00 a.m.)
N = Night (12 :00 midnight to 8:00 a.m .)
R = Rest Day
Week S Wee k S
SM TW TF S S M T W T F S S M T W T F=S
Squ 4d
lA , RRa aDOD " • FI R e e e
lA, RRD DC DO E E E E ER R
ta, DOR R D OO R R d d d d d
ra, CO R R O DD N NNNNRR R R E E E E E
tc. O OOO ORR d d R R d d d
tc, O OOO ORR E ER R E E E
Figure 4.3. A descripti on and diagram o f the split 8-hour shi ft schedule (8B. Part
2 0f 6).
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THE S PLIT 8-ROVR SHIfT SCHEDULE (contd )
Schedule Cbancteristics:
cycle coesisrs of rwo types each of day and evening
shifts. andone type of night shift
two days are scheduled off near the middle of a
five day stretch of days. evenings. or nights .
depending on me worker 's assigned rotation
every lhird weekend off
Note: 0 "" Day (8:00 a.m. [ 0 4:00 p.m.)
d =day (10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.)
E :c Evening (4:00 p.m . [0 12:00 midnight)
e = evening (8:00 p.m . to 4:00 a.m.)
N = Night (12:00 midnight [ 0 8:00 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Week i Week 2
SM TW TFS S M TW T FS
Squad
2A, E E E E ER R RRDODOD
>A, d d d d d R R R RDODDO
2B, R R E E E E E OORR OOO
2., R R d d dd d OOR R O O O
2C, E E R R E E E OOODD R R
2C, d d R Rdd d DOODORR
Wee k 3
SM TW TFS
II II R R II II II
NNNNNRR
e • II II II R R
Ft Ae e e e e
Figure 4.4. A description and diagram cf the split 8--hour shift schedule (8B. Pan
30f6).
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THE S P L I T a -HOUR. SHI n S CHEDULE ( c;gntd )
Schedule Characteristics:
cycle consists of two types each of day andevening
shifts. and one type of night shift
two days are scheduled off near the middle of a
five day stretch of days. evenings . or nights.
depending on the worker' s assigned rota tion
every third weekend off
Note: D = Day (8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.)
d = day (10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.)
E = Evening (4:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight)
e = evening (8 :00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m.)
N = Night (12:00 midnight to 8:00 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
W eek S Week 6
S M TWT FS S MTWT FS S MTWT FS
Squad
2A, d dd dd RR RADD DDD e e R R . e e
lA , E E E E E R R AA DDDD D
2B, A Ad dddd DDARDOO e e e e e A A
2B, R A E E E E E OORR OOO N N N N N R R
2C, d d A R d dd DODO ORR R R e e e e e
2C, E ER R E E E DDO D D RR R R N NN N N
Figure 4.5. A description and diagram of the split 8-hour shift schedule (8B. Pan
40f6).
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THE SPLIT a- HOUR SHIn S CKEPm.. :e: <GQQtd )
Schedule Chara cteristic s:
cycle consists of two types each of day andevenin g
shifts . andone type of night shift
two days are sc:.heduJedoff near the middle of a
five day stretch of days. eveDings. or nigh ts .
depe nding on the worker's assigned rotation
every third weekend off
Note: D = Day (8:00 a .m. to 4:00 p.m .)
d = day (10:00 a .m. to 6 :00 p.m .)
E = Evening (4:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight)
e = evening (8:00 p.m. to 4 :00 a.m .)
N = Night (12:00 midnight to 8:00 a .m.)
R = Rest Day
Week ' Week. 2 W eek J
S M T W T FS SMTWT FS S M T W T FS
Squad
3' , N NR RN N N E E e E ERR RRD D D e D
3' , • e A R e •• d d d d d R R A R O DDD D
3. , R R E E E E E DDR R O D D
3., • • e e e R R R R d d d d d OOR RDDD
3C, E ERR E E E OOO DDRR
3C, R R e e e e e d dR R d d d DOOD O AR
Figure 4.6. A description and diagram of the split 8·hour shift schedule (88. Part
50 f 6).
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THE S PLIT a -HOUR SHIn SCHEDULe (c;optd )
Schedule Characteristics :
cycle consis ts of two types eac h of day andeve ning
shifts . and ooe type of night shift
{WO days are scheduled off near the middle of a
five day stretc h of days. evenings . or nights.
depending on the worker 's assigned rotation
every third weekend off
Note: D = Day (8 :00 a.m . to 4 :00 p .m.)
d = day (10 :00 a .m. to 6:00 p .m.)
E = Evenin g (4:00 p.m. to 12 :00 midnight)
e = evening (8:00 p.m. ro 4 :00 a.m.)
N = Night (12 :00 midnigh t to 8:00 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Week 6
S M TW TFS 5 MT WTFS S MTW TFS
Sou"
3', • e R a e e e d d d d d R R R R D D DD D
3' , E E E E E RR RRCD D DO
3B, • e e •• RR R Rd dd dd DO RRODO
3B, R R E E E EE DORR DDD
3C, d d R Rd d d D OO DDR R
3C, R R N N N N N e eR R e e e ODOOORR
Figure 4.7. A descrip tion and diagram of the split 8-hour shift schedule (8B. Pan
60f 6).
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THE 12_HQtJR 2 .2 S HIn SemmULE
Schedule Characteristics :
cycle consists of two days . two nights . followed by four
days of rest
three out of eight weekends off and two partial weekends
out of e ight off
Note: 0 = Day (8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.)
N = Night (8:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Wee k 2
SMTW T FS SUTWTFS S uTW T FS SUTWTf S
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Figure 4.8. A description and diagram of the 12-ho ur 2+2 compressed w"Ork
wee k shift schedule (12A).
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THE 1 2_HOJJR 3 ...2 sRIn Semmm.g
Schedule Characteristics :
cycle co nsists of tw O or three similar shifts followed by
two or three rest days: after rest periods . shifts change
from days to nights or vice versa
every seco nd weekend off
Note : D = Day (8:00 a .m . to 8:00 p .m .)
N = Night (8 :00 p .m. to 8:00 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Week 2 Week 3
S M TW T FS S M TWT FS S MTw T FS S M T W T FS
""""'" NRROO RR RNNRRD D DRRNN RR RDD RRNN
RDD RR NN N R R D O R R RN NRRD D O R R N N R R
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Figure 4.9. A descri ption and diagram o f the lz-bour 3+2 compressed work
week shift sched ule (128) .
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MEl\mERS ' QJ fEmQNN4lRE
12 HOUR SHIFT MONITORING SURVEY
MAY AND JUNE 1994
The purpose of this questionnaire is to provide you . the members. with an opportunity to voice
your opinio n and lake pan in the monitoring process . Your views on the 12 and 8 hour s.hift
schedules are necessaryto ensure a thorough evaluation of the shift scbedutes. The shift schedules
greany affect members lives. so it is in your interest that this reques t for your participation in the
survey is made.
All supervisors o f the Street Patrols in St. John's . Corner Brook, and Labrado r City. along with
randomly selectedspcuseszpartrers of memberswill also be provided the cppcrmn iry to comme nt
0 0 the effects of the 8 and 12 hour shift sebeduIes . Therefore . to ensure that your views are
represented . please take me: time to co mplete this questi onnaire . If you have any questions about
the questionnaire feel free to ask.
Remember. participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the survey at any time .
if you do 00l wish to continue . Your responses are anonymous and confide nti al . Results of the
survey will be availabl e at the completion of the evaluation process .
There are no - righ t- or "wrong" answers and there are no Dick:ques tions . You should be able
to complete the questionnairein about 20 or 30 minu tes. but you should not ponder any ques tion
for extra time - just give your honest opinion .
IN STRUcnONS:
Choose onl y one answer unl ess otherwise instructed in the questi on
Feel free to comment on the questions in the extra spac e avail able
Circle your response as illustrated in the examp le below
~: Read the statement anddecide 10 what degree you agree or disagree with the statement.
then circle the number which corresponds co your opinion.
l. My present shift schedule allows me enough time to do my paperwork .
[ I) (21 [31 [4J [5J [6J [7]
Strongl y Moderately Slightl y Neithe r Slightl y Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
We will needro assign you a manberyou can reproduce in the event that we conduct a fo llow-up
survey . We wou ld then be able to compare your answers on this questionnaire to your answers
on future questionnaires . Write the numbers for each of the followin g, in order, on the line
provided . The number will nor identify you to anyone else but yourse lf and you wiJI be able to
recreate it at a later date . if need be .
Number of letters in your mother' s maiden name
Number of letters in your middle name (if you have 00 middle name answ er with a zero )
'The.s*and ~ digits of your bome pbone number
For exam ple :
Ifyour mother's maidenname is Smith<S.letters) , your middle name is Frederick (2 letters) , and
your phone number is 722-1234 (the S'"and 6$ digits are Zandll. your number would be:
~
Please fill in your number ln the space provided and then proceed to th e questions.
DEMOGRAPIDC QUESTIONS
1. Detachment location:
[1] St. lohn ' s
(2) Comer Brook
(3) Labrador City
2 . Sex :
[11 Male
[2] Female
3. Yea.rofbinb 19_
4. legal Marital Status :
[I ) Legally married (and not separated)
(2) legally marri ed and separated
[3] Divorced
[4] Widowed
[5] Never married (s ingle)
5. Are you currently living with a common-law parmer?
[lJ Yes
[2J No
It you ar e separated. divorced , widowed. or never married and are not livin g witb a
comm on-law partner . skip to Qu estion 10.
6 . Years of marriage/partnership _ _ years
7. Spouses' slParmer' s occupation:
[I ) Works in the home
[2J Works outside the borne
[31 Runs a business while at borne
[4} Works at bome for another business
8. SpouseIPanner works :
[II Full-time
[2) Pan-tim e
9. If spouse wor ks full-time outside the home . spouse works :
[1] Fixed day shift
[2J Fixed evenin g shift
[3J Fixed night shift
[4) Rotational shifts
[5] flexible boors
It you do not ba ve any children. skip to Question 12.
10. Numbe r of children
11. Ages of children (indica te ages in years . from youngest to oldest):
Youngest Oldest
12. How many years of education have you completed at~
Include pan-time studies, using the general rule of 10 degree credit courses are equal 10
one year. Degree credit courses do tlJ2I. include Personal and Prof essional Devetopmou
courses offered by DivisionsofContinuing 5tudit!S (e.g. Personal CompuIing and Software
courses).
[I ) None
[21 Less than 1 year (of completed courses)
[3J _ Number of completed years at university
13. How many years of schooling have you completed at an insti tutio n other than a
univers ity . a secondary (high scbool) or an elementary school?
Include Yf!QN of schooling ar comnwnity colleges. instinaes of uchn% gy. CEGEPs
(general and professionals, private trade schools or pnvae business colleges. diptoma
schools of nursing, etc. Do llJ2l. include police cadet training or po lic e college courses.
[I I None
[21 Less than 1 year (of completed courses)
[3] _ Nwnber of completed years at community cc tleges. trade schools, CEGEPs.
etc .
14 . Years of service with the RNC: _ years
1$. Months worked on present 12 hour shift schedule (schedule brought in on August 1~:
_ months
16 . Did you wort:on me 12 hour shiftschedule the last time it was introd uced on a trial basis
fat the street patro ls o f the RNC in 199O?
[l J Yes
[21 No
OP ERATIONAL
Read the foUowing statemen ts and CIRCLE. on tb e scale provided. the n um ber whic h most
closely refl ects your atti tu de on th e statemen t.
17. My prese nt shift sched ule allows me eoough time to do my paperwork.
[I J
Strongly
Disagree
(2)
Moderate ly
Disagree
(3) [4J
Sligh tly Neither
Disagree Agree Nor
Disagree
[5J
Sligh tly
Agree
[6]
Moderately
Agree
(7)
Strongly
Agree
18. My present shift schedule allows me adequate time for fel low-up investigations of a
routin e nature (e.g. malicious damage . theft from vehicles) .
[ IJ
Strongly
Disagree
[21
Moderately
Disagree
[3J
Slightly
Disagree
[4J
Neithe r
Agree Nor
Disagree
[5J
Slightly
Agree
[6J
Modera tely
Agree
[7J
Stron gly
Agree
19 . My preserashift scbeduJ.e allows me adequate time for follow-up investigations of a more
serious nature (e .g. break andentry. assault) .
(I] [2] [3) [4) [5] [6] (1]
Strong ly Modera tely Slightly Neither Slightly Moderat ely Scrongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
20. My present shift schedul e allows me adequate time to consul t with my platoo n Sergeants
when required.
[1) [2] (3) [41 [5] [6) [1]
Strongly Mode ratel y Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
21. My present shift schedule allows me to obtain prompt/ timely assistacce from other suppo rt
units (i.e . Identification Sectio n. Criminal lnvesugaaon Divis ion. etc .) on :
A. Day sbift
[I ) Yes
[2] No
[3] Not applicab le
B. Nightshift
[ 1) Yes
[2) No
[3 ) Not applicable
22. Do you fee l that your effectiveness as a police officer has increased. dec reased , or
remained the same since the change from the 8 bour shift schedule to the 12 hour shift
schedule?
[11 Increased
[2] Decreased
[3) Remained the same
23. Has the pe rcentag e of time spent on preventa tive policing increased . decreased . or
remained the same since the shift schedule change?
[1] Increased
[2) Decreased
[31 Remained the Same
24 . Do you fee l that some investigations are compromised by t:becompressed work. wee k's
freque nt alIoanem of long periods of time off between shifts ?
[11 Yes
[2) No
25. Have you experienced any probl ems communica ting between platoons on a day to day
basis whil e on the 12 hour shift schedule?
[lJ Yes
[2J No
26. Have you expe:rieu:ed any problems communicating betweenplatoons eser days orr while
on the 12 hour shift schedule?
[11 Yes
[21 No
27 . Has the percentage of on dury time used efficiently increased . decreased , or remained the
same since the chang e to the 12 hour shift sche du le?
[I J Inc reased
[2J Dec reased
(3] Remained the same
LEISURE AND FAMILY TIME
We would now like to team your views and opini ons co ncerning your soc ial activi ties both as a
family aOO as an individual. "O ff-d uty activities" include sports , fitness . hobbies . involvement
in churc h or se rvice clubs. educa tional pursu its . cul tural activities . secondary em ployment.
gatherings with friends or re latives . spec ific family related activities. etc. Essential ly . it cove rs
time not spent on police work . Some of the questions may be of a personal nature . but I wo uld
like to remind yo u that the questionnaires are anonymous aDd confidential. Your replies will
assistus in effective ly evaluating rbe impact of I:beshift schedule on you and your famil y and close
friends .
28. It is quite easy to plan off-duty acti vities on my present shift schedule.
[lJ [2J [31 [41 [5J [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Sligh dy Neithe r Slighdy Moderat ely Stro ngly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
29. I have (0 decrease some off-duty activities because of my present shift schedule .
[I ] (2) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
Stron gly Moderate ly Slightly Neither Sligh tly Moderate ly Stron gly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
30 . Special time off reques ts are difficult to obtain 0 0 my present shift schedu le.
[I ] (2) [3] (4) [5] [6] [7]
Stro ngly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Stro ngly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
Some or th e foUowin iJ: questions deal with family respo nsibilit ies. If you ar e sing le and not
living with a common-law partner and do not have children som e of th ese questions may not
apply to you. You can. however. answer some of tbese questions with respect to your
par ents . brothers. sisters , nieces. nephews. etc. [f you feel that a question does not app ly
to you. leave it out and move on to the next question.
31 . My present shift schedule allows me adequate time off between wore periods for family
re la ted activities .
[I] [2J (3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
Stro ngly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Stro ogly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
32. Since the shift schedule change have you and your spouse/partner had diffi culty setting
aside time for each of the following less or more o ften:
A. Meals rogetber with family ?
[ I ) [21 [3]
Much Moderately Slightly
Less Less Often Less
Often Often
[4 1
Neithe r Less
nor More
Often
[5]
Slightly
More Often
[6]
Moderately
More Ofte n
[7]
Much
More
Often
B. Sleep?
[ IJ [2J [31 [4J [5] [6] [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less oorMore More Often More Often Mn",
Often Often Often Often
C. Taking care of children?
[l J [2J [3J [4J [5J [6J [1J
Much Moderate ly Slightl y Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less LessOften Less nor More More Often More Often Mn'"
Often Often Often Often
D. Leisure time together with children. spouse/partner and friends?
[11 [2J [31 [4J [5] [61 [7]
Much Modera tely Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderate ly Much
Less LessOften Less nor More More Often More Ofte n Mn'"
Often Often Often Often
E. Parti cipation in clubs. organizations. etc.?
[II [21 [31 [4J [5J [61 [1J
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Le" less Often Le" no~More More Ofte n More Often More
Often Often Often Often
F. Continuation trainingor education'!
[lJ [2J 13J [4J [5J [6J [7]
Much Modera tely Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less LessOften Less oorMore More Ofte n More Often Mere
Often Often Often Often
33. In general. r.he quali ty of my family's relationships bas improved since I began worldng
me 12 hour shift schedule .
[l J [2J [3J [4J [5J [6J [1J
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
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34. Since meshiftschedulechangehave you and your spouse/partner bad opendisagreements
abouteacb of the following less or more often:
A. Household tasks?
[I I [2) [3) [4) [5] [6) [7]
Much Moderately Slightl y Neither Less Slightl y Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often Mo<e
Often Often Often Often
B. Money?
[1 ) [2J [3) [4J [5] (6) [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less LessOften Less nor More More Often More Often Mo<e
Often Often Often Often
C. Spending time together?
[1] [21 [l ) [4) [5J [6) [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightl y Modera tely Mucb
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Often Often
D. Sex?
[1J (21 [31 [4] [5J [6J [7)
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often Mo<e
Often Ofteo Often Often
E. In-l aws?
[1) [21 (31 [41 [5] [6J [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often Mo<e
Often Oft en Often Often
F. The children?
[ 1) [2) [31 [4) [5J [61 [7)
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less LessOften Less nor More More Often More Often More
Ofte n Often Often Often
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35. In general . I have me re time to spend on my personal interests since ( began working the
12 bour shift schedule .
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Modera tely Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
36 . ( 0 ge neral. the qua lity of my life has improved since I began worlcing the [2 bour shift
sched ule .
[11
Stro ngly
Disagree
[2J
Moderate ly
Disagree
[31 [4]
Slightly Neither
Disagree Agree Nor
Disagree
[5] [6]
Slightly Mode rately
Agree Agree
[7]
Stto ngly
Agree
FATIG UE AND HEALTH EFFECTS
37. Do you feel more tired at me end of a 12 hour shift than at the end of an 8 bour shift?
[1] Yes
[21 No
38. If Yes to Question 37. do you feel this increased fatigue has a negative effect on your
performanc e at work?
[1] Yes
(2) No
39 . If Yes [0 Question 38. please explain how the fatigue negative ly affec ts your performance
at work.
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40 . Falling asleep on duty bas beennotedas a comm on problem in police work . especially on
night shifts. How often. on average. would you faIl asleep on a single:
A. 8 hour day shift? _ _ time(s) per shift
B. 8 hour evening shift? __ time{s) per shift
C. 8 bour night shift? __ time(s) per shift
D. 12 hour day shift? __ time(s) per shift
E. 12 hour night shift? __ time(s) per shift
41. Has the quantity (amount) of your sleep over work periods increased. decreased. or
remained the same since the initiation of the 12 hour shift schedule?
(1] Increased
[2] Decreased
[3] Remained the same
42 . Has lhe quality of your sleep over work periods changed since the initiati on o f the 12
hour shift schedule?
[11 Yes
[2] No
43 . If Yes to Question 42. how has the quality of your sleep over work. periods changed?
44 . Has the: quantity (amou.nt:)of your sleep over days off increased. dec reased . o r remained
the same since the initiation of the 12 hour shift schedule?
[I ] Increased
[2] Decreased
[31 Remained the same
45. Has the q ua lity of your sleep over da ys off changed since the initiation of the 12 hour
shift schedule?
[I ] Yes
[2] No
46 . If Yes to Ques tion 45 . how bas the qual ity of your sleep ove r days off chang ed?
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47 . Have you encountered any physical healthproblems that have noticeabl y worse ned since
you switched to yourpresent shift schedule'?
[lJ Yes
(2] No (If No. skip to Question 49 )
48. [f Yes to Question 47. please check: all applicable ailments:
[l J headaches [10) infections
[2J circulatory [I I) urinary
[3J blurred vision [l 2J bloating
[4J indigestion [13] chest pain
[5] heartburn [14] gas
[6] belching [I S] backaches
[7] co lds [16] constipation
)8J flu [17] other
[9J muscle aches
49 . Have you erxountered any physicalbeaIlhproblems that have surfaced since you switched
to your present shift schedule?
[lJ Yes
[2] No (If No. slcip to Question 5 1)
50. If Yes to Question 49. please check all applicable ailments:
[IJ headaches [to] infections
[2J circul atory [11) urinary
[3J blurredvision [12J bloating
[41 indigestion [13J chest pain
[5] bearrbum [14J gas
[6] belching [15] backaches
[7] colds [16] constipation
[8] flu [17] other
[9J muscle aches
[7]
Almost
Every
Day
[6]
2-4 Times
a Week
51. I take prescriptiondrugs to either help me sleep and/or wake up.
[I I [21 [3J [4J [5J
Never Less Than Once a 2·3 Times a About Once
Once a MoJUh Moath a Week
Month
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52. Do you work in secondary em ployment or run your own business outside of your regular
police duties?
[IJ Yes
(2] No (If No . skip (0 Question 55)
53. If Yes to Question 52, please indicate the number of hours per week. on avera ge, that
you wo rk in secondary em ploymen t or run your own business:
[11 Less than 4 hours
[2J 4-91>00"
[3J 10- 19 bcurs
[4J 20+ boars
54 . What month and year d id you begin work: on this secondary employment?
Month Year
M ORALE AND JOB INVOL~IENT
55. From your perspective has the general level of morale of the membership increased.
dec reased. or remained me same since the change [0 the 12 hour shift schedule"!
[IJ Increased
[2J Decreased
[3J Remainedthe same
56. How would you describe morale amongst the members with whom you work most close ly?
Would you say morale is:
[IJ
Very
Low
[2)
Moderately
Low
[31
Slighdy
Low
[41 [5] [6J
Neither Slightly Moderate ly
Low Nor High High
High
[7]
Very
High
lS
57. What do you think are Che main reasons for the current state of morale amongst the
members with whom you work most close ly? Please list in order of Importance starting
with the most important.
58 . Fro m your perspective bas the jo b satisfaction level of the membership increased.
decreased. or remained the same?
[lJ Increased
[2J Decreased
[31 Remained the same
59 . From yo ur perspec tive bas the job involvement level of the membe rship increased.
decreased . or remained the same?
[ lJ Increased
[2J Decreased
[3] Remained the same
For Questions 60 to 69, indi cate your own feelings with respect to yo ur job with the R..'lrllC.
60 . The most important things that happen to me involve my presen t jo b (with the force?).
[lJ
Stro ngly
Disagree
121
Moderately
Disagree
[31
Sligh tly
Disagree
[4J
Neithe r
Agree Nor
Disagree
[SJ
Slightl y
Agree
[61
Moderately
Agree
[7]
Strongly
Agree
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6 1. To me, my job is only a small pan of who ( am.
[11 [2) [3} [4] [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightl y Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
62. I am very much involved personally in my job .
[lJ [2] [3] [41 [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
63. [ live. eat and breathe my job.
[I} [2J [31 [4} [5] [6J [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
64. Most of my interests are centred aroundmy job.
tu [2] [31 [4] [5] [6] (7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
65. [ have very srroug ties wim my present job which would be very difficu lt to break.
[1) [2] [31 [4] [5] (6J [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Ne ither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
66. Usually I feel detached from my job.
[1] [2) [3] [4} [5] (6J [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
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61. Most of my personal life goals are job-oriented .
[l J [2J [3J [4} [5] [6] [1]
Stro ngly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderatel y Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
68 . I co nsider my job to be very central to my existence.
[l J (2) [3J [41 [5] [6] [1]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Modera te ly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
69 . I like [ 0 be absorbed in my job most of the time .
[I} [21 [3) [4} [5J [6] [1]
Stron gly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
70 . Do you feel that the amowu of self-initiated police activities has increased . decreased , or
remained the same since the shift sched ule change?
[I) Increased
[2) Decreased
(3) Remained the same
PREFEREN CE OF SlDIT SC HE DULES
71. List in order of importance the POS ITIVE FACTO RS most often associated with your
present 12 bour shift schedule . Please start with the most important .
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72. List in order of im.portance the NEGATIVE FACTORS most often associated with your
present 12 bour shift schedule . Please start with the most impo rtant .
73. List in order of importance the POSITIVE FACTORS most often associated with the 8
hour shift schedule . Please start with the most important.
74 . List in order of importance the NEGATIVE FACTORS most often associated with the
8 hour shift schedule. Please stan with the most importan t .
75. Indicate your preferred shift :
[1) I prefer to work day shifts
[2] I prefer to work night shifts
[3J I prefer to work evening shifts
[41 I have no preference
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76. Examine the following scbeduIe characteristicsand diagrams . Which shift schedule would
you prefer to work:if given the choice?
(1) 2 +2 (8 week cycle)
[21 3+2 (4 week cycle)
TBPj 2+2 SCHEDULE
Schedule Cbaractc:ristics:
cycle cons ists of 2 days. 2 nights. followed by 4 days of rest
3 out of 8 weekends off and 2 partial weekends out of 8 off
Note: D = Day (8 a.m . (0 8 p.m.)
N = Night (8 p.m . to 8 a.m .)
R = Rest Day
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 week 4
SMTWTFS SMTW TFS SMTW TFS SM TWTFS
.ela.t....
# 1 D DNNRRR R DD NN R R R R D DN N R R R R D DN N
#2 N NR RR R D D N N R R R R D D NN R R R R D DNNR R
#3 RRRRDDN NRRRRDD N NRRRRD DNNRRRR
#, RRDDNN R R RR DDNN RRRRDDN N RR RRDO
Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8
S MT WTFS SM TWTFS SM T WTF S SM TW TFS
.ela.t....
#1 RRR RDDN N R RR R O D NNRR RR D D NNR RRR
#2 RRDDNN R RRRDDNN RRRRDDN NRRRROD
#3 DDNNRRR RDDNNRR RR D ONNR RRR DDNN
# , NN RRRRD DNNRR RR DDNNRRR RD DNNRR
See n ext page fer 3+2 characteristics and diagram
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THE 3+ 2 S cm:pm.E
Schedule Characteristics :
cycle cons ists of 2 or 3 similar shifts followed by 2 or 3 rest days: after rest
periods . shifts change fro m days to nights or vice versa
every secoed weekeod off
Note: D - Day (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.)
N = Night (8 p.m. to 8 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Week 1 Week 2 Wee k 3 We e k "
SM T W T FS SM TWTF S S MT W TFS S M T WT FS
.ll<l.t....
U N R R D DR R R N N R R D D DRRN N RR RDDRRNN
.2 R D D R RN N NRR DORR RNNRRDD DRRNNRR
.3 R NNR RD D DRRNNRR RDDRRNN NRRDOR R
•• DRRNNR R R DDRR NN NRRDDRR RNNRRDD
77. Indi cate your preferred shift pattern:
[1] 1prefer to work the 3 platoon - 8 hour equ al aUocati on shift pattern
(21 I prefer to work the 3 platoon - 8 hour split shift pattern C Crazy S'SK)
[3} I prefer to work the 4 platoon - 12 hour shift pattern (one of either of the two
schedules usedin; St . John's or Corner Brook and Labrador C ity. l.e. the 2 + 2 or
lhe 3 + 2)
[4} Undecided
[51 I have DO preference
78. Please explain why you chose the shift pattern you did .
21
19 . 1prefer my prese nt shift schedule over any previous schedule tha t I have wo rked.
[lJ [21 [31 [4J [5] [6] [1]
Stro ngly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightl y Moderately Stro ng ly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Ag= Ag= Ag=
Disagree
SO. Is there anything you wou ld like to add or any comments you wish to make about. this
survey?
We have now reached the end of the questionnaire. Thank you for your co-operation . Th e resu lts
o f this survey will remain anonymous and confidential and will beused in the overall monitoring
of the 12 hour shift schedules . 0D:e again. thankyou for your time.
APPENDIX 3, SUPERVISORS ' QUESTIONNAIRE (SHIFT WORKERS)
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SUPE RVISORS ' Ol fEmoNNAIRE
(SHIIT WORKERS)
12 HOUR SHIIT MONITORING SURVEY
MAY AND JUNE 1994
The perposeof this qucstioDDain:is [Q provide you . the supervisors . with an opportuD..ity to voice
you r opinio n and take pan in the monitoring process . Your views on the 12 and 8 hour shift
scbedulesare oecessary to eesure a lborough evaluationof the shift schedules. The shift schedules
gre atly affect members and superviso rs lives. so it is in your interest tha t this request for your
participation in the survey is made.
All mem bers of the Stree t Patrols in St. John's, Come r Broo k. and Labrador City. along with
rand oml y selected spouses/ partners of members and shift-working superv isors will also be
provided the opportunity to comment on the effects of the 8 and 12 hour shift schedu les.
Therefore . [Q ensure that your views are represented . please take the time to complete this
questionnaire . If you have any questions about the questi onnaire feel free to ask.
Remember. participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the survey at any time.
if you do not wish [0 continue. Your responses are anonymous and confi den ti al . Results of the
survey will be available at the completion of the evaluati on process.
There are 00 "right" or ~WTOng" answers and there are no trick questions . You should be able
[0 complete the questionnaire in about 25 to 35 minutes. but you should not ponder any question
for extra time - just give your honest opinion.
INSTRUCTIONS,
Choose only one answer unless otherwise instruc ted in the questio n
Feel free to comment on the questions in the extra space available
Circle your response as illustrated in the example below
Example: Read the stateme nt and decide to what degree:you agreeor disagre e with the statement,
then circle the number which corresponds [0 your opinion.
1. My present shift schedule allows me enough time to do my paperw ork .
[lJ (2) (3) (4) [5] (6) (7)
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Stro ngly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
We will need to assign you a rumber you can reproduce in the event tha t wecoDduct a follow-up
surv ey. We would then be able to compare your answers OD this questionnaire to yo ur answers
OD furore questionnaires. Write the numbe rs for eac h of the foll owing. in order. on the line
provided . The number will not identify you to anyo ne else but yourse lf and you will be able to
recreate it at a late r date. if need be.
Numbe r of lette rs in your mother's maiden name
Number of letters in your middle Dame (if you have no middle came answe r with a zero)
Middle 2 digits of your borne phone oo.mber
For exam ple:
If your mother 's maiden name is Smith (j letters) . your middle name is Frederick (2 letters) . and
your phone number is 722 -1234 (the 5'"and 6*'digits are 2 and.1), your cum ber would be :
----52lL
Please rd) in your number in th e sp ace provided an d th en proceed to tbe quesnons .
DEMOGRAPIDC Q UESTIONS
1. Detachment locati on :
( I] St. John 's
(2] Comer Brook
(3) Labrador Ci ty
2. Sex :
[I] Male
(2) Female
3. Year ofbi.rth 19_
4 . Legal Marital Status :
(l J Legally married (and not separa ted)
[2] Legally marri ed and separated
(3] Divorced
14] Widowed
{5] Neve r married (single)
5. Are you currently living with a commo n-law partner?
[I I Yes
[21 No
U you are separated . divorced. widowed, or never married and are not living wi th a
common-l aw partner , skip to Qu estiOD 10.
6 . Years of marriage/partnership __yean
7. Spouses's/Partner's occupatio n:
[1] Works in me home
[2] Works pan-time outside the home
[3] Works fun-time outside the bome
(4] Runs a business while at bome
(5] Works at borne for another bus iness
8. Spou.se!Partne r works :
[ l J Full-time
[2] Part-rime
9. If spouse works outside the borne, spouse works :
[ II Fixed day shift
[2] Fixed evening shift
[3J Fixed night shift
(4] Rotational shifts
(5] Flexible hours
If you do no t have any children, skip to Question 11.
10 . Numbe r of children __
11. Ages of children (Indicate ages in years. from youngest rc oldest):
Youngest Oldest
12 . How many years of education have you comple ted at~?
Includepan -lime studiesusing the general ruk of 10 degreecredit courses are equal to
one year. Degree credit coursesdo QQI include Personaland Professional Devetopmem
courses offeredf7yDivisionsafContinuingStudies te.g. Personal Computing and Software
courses).
[IJ None
[21 Less than 1 year (of completed course s)
[31 _ Numbe r of completed years at university
13. How many years of schooling have you completed at an instituti on other than a
univers ity , a secondary (high schoo l) or an elementary schoo l?
Include yean of schooling or community colleges. instmaes of tecnnotogy, CEGEPs
(genu al and professional), private trade schools or private business colleges. diploma
schools of nursing, etc. Do tJQI include police cadet training or police college courses.
[lJ None
[2] Less than 1 year (of completed courses )
[3] _ Number of compteed years at community co lleges, trade schools. CEGEP s.
ere.
14 . Years of service with rbe RNC: _ years
15. Months worked on present 12 bour shift schedule (schedule brought in on August 1"'):
months
16. Did you work:on the 12 hour shift .schedule the last time it was introduced on a trial basis
for the street patro ls of the RNC in 199O?
[I I Yes
[21 No
OPE RATIONAL
Read the foUowing statements and CIRCLE, on the scale provided, th e num ber which most
close ly reflects your att itu de on th e state ment .
17. My prese nt shift schedule allows me enough time to do my paperwork.
(II (2J (J J [4J [5] [6J [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
18 . The present shift schedule allows the mem bers enough time to do their paperwork .
(l J
Stro ngly
Disagree
[21
Modera tely
Disagree
[3J
Slightly
Disagree
[4J
Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree
[51
Slightl y
Agree
[6J
Moderately
Agree
[7]
Stro ngly
Agree
19. The preseorshift schedule allows the members adequa te time for follow- up inves tigations
of a routine nature (e .g . malicious damage. theft from vehicles ).
[IJ [2) [3J [4J [SI [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
20. The present shift schedule allows the members adequa te time for follow -up investigations
ofa more seri ous nature (e .g . break:and entry . assault) .
[ I) [2) [3) [4J [51 [6J [7]
Strongly Moderate ly Slightly Neithe r Slightly Moderatel y Stron gly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
21. My present shift schedul e allows me adequa te time to consult with the members on my
platoon when required.
[IJ [2) [3) [4J [SI [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderatel y Stron gly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
22 . My present shift schedule allows me adequate rime to consult with my platoon Lieutenant
when requ ired .
[lJ [2J (3) [4) [5J [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Sligbtl y Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
23 . The prese nt shift schedule allows the members to obtain promp t/timely assistanc e from
other support units (i.e . Identification Section . Criminal lnvestigation Division. etc . I on;
A. Day shift
[l] Yes
[21 No
[3] Not app licable
B. Nigh t shift
[lJ Yes
[2J No
[3] Not appl icable
24 . Do you feel thatee members' effectiveness . as police officers . bas increased. decreased.
or remained the same since the change from the 8 hour shift sched ule to the 12 hour shift
scbcdu.Ie?
[I ] locreased
[2) Decreased
[3) Remained the same
25. Has the perce ntage of time spent on preventative policing increased. decreased. or
remained the same since the shift schedu le change?
[1) Increased
[2] Decreased
[3] Remained the Same
26. Do you feel that some investig ations are compro mised by the co mpressed work week 's
freque nt allo tment of long periods of time off between shifts?
[I ) Yes
[2] No
27 . Have you expe rienced any probl ems communicating between plaroons on a day to day
basis while on the 12 hour shift schedule?
[[ I Yes
[2) No
28. Have you experieoced any problems communicating between platoo ns over day s off while
on the 12 bour shift schedule?
[I ] Yes
[2) No
29. Has thepercentage of on duty time used efficiently increased . decreased. or remained the
same since the change [0 me 12 hour shift schedule?
[I ) [lICreased
[2) Decreased
[3] Remained the same
30 . Has the quality of reports changed since the initiation of the 12 bour shift schedule?
[I) Yes
[2] No
31. [f Yes [0 Que stio n 30 . how has me quality changed?
32. Has the proportion of briefing time requ ired increased, decreased. or rema ined the same?
[I I Increased
[21 Decreased
(3) Remainedthe same
33. Scheduling court dates are made easie r with the 12 hour shift sched ule?
[11 [21 [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
Stron gly Moderately Slightl y Ne ithe r Slightly Mode rately Suongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree: Agree Agree
Disagree
34 . Is the 12 bour shift schedule more difficuft. less difficul t, or no diffe rent to adminis ter than
the equal allocation 8 hour shift schedule?
[ I] More difficu lt
[2] Less difficult
[3] No diffe rent
35. Is the 12 hour shift schedule more difficul t, lessdifficult, or no diffe ren t to administ er than
the sp lit 8 hour r Crazy 8's") shift sched ule?
[I I More diffICUlt
[2} Lessdifficuh
[31 No differenr
LEISURE AND FAMILY TIME
We would now like [0 learn your views and opinions conce rning your soc ial acti vities both as a
family and as an inii viduaL "O ff -d uty activi ties" include sports . fitness . hobbies . Invol vem ent
in churc h or service clubs, educa tional pursuits. cultural activities . secondary em ployment.
gatherings with friends or relatives. specific family related activities. etc . Essentially. it covers
time DOl:spent on police work . Some of the questions may be of a perso nal nature . but I would
like to remind you tha[ the questionnaires are anonymous and confi dentiaL Your replies will
assistus in effectively evaluatingthe impactof the shift schedule On you and your famil y and clo se
friends .
36 . It is quite easy [0 plan off-duty activities on my present shift schedule.
[I]
Strongly
Disagree
[2]
Moderately
Disagree
[3]
Slightly
Disagree
[4]
Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree
[5J
Slightly
Agree
[6]
Mode rate ly
Agree
[7]
Stron gly
Agree
37. I have to decrease some off-duty activities because of my present shift schedule .
[I ] [2] [3] [4) [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Modera tely Slightly Neithe r Slightl y Modera tely Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Ag= Ag= Ag=
Disagree
38. Special tim e off requests are difficu lt to obtain on my present shift schedu le .
[I [ [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
Some of the following qu estio ns deal with family responsibilities. If you ar e sing le and not
living with a common- law partner and do not have childre n some of th ese qu est ions may not
apply to you. You can, however , answer some of these questions with respect to your
par ents, brothe rs , sisters , nieces. nephews, etc. If you feel that a question does not apply
to you, leave it out and move on to the next question .
39. My presen t shift sched ule allows me adequa te time off between work:periods for family
related acti vities .
[I [ [2[ [3[ [4] [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
40 . Since the shift schedule change have you and your spouse/ partner had difficul ty setting
aside time for each of the followin g less or more often:
A. Meals togethe r wi th family ?
[I ) [2] [31 [4] [5] [6J [7]
Muc h Moderately Sligh tly Neither Less Slightly Modera tely Much
Less Less Often Le" nor More More Ofte n More Often More
Often Often Often Often
B. Sleep?
[11 [2] [3] [4] [5J [6J [7]
Much Moderate ly Slightly Neither Less Slightl y Moderatel y Much
Less Less Often Less no r More More Ofte n More Ofte n More
Often Often Often Often
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C . Taking care of children?
[II [2J [3} [4J [5] [6] [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Ofte n Often Often
D. Leisure time together with children . spouse/partner and friends?
[I] [2] [3) [4J [5] [6] [7]
Mucb Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Often Ofte o
E. Panicipation in clubs. organiza tions. erc.?
[I] [2) [3J [4J [5] [6] [7]
Muc h Moderately Slightl y Neither Less Sligh tly Moderately Much
Less less Oft en Less nor More More Oft en More Often More
Often Often Ofte n Often
F. Continuation ttaining or education ?
[I J [2} [3J [4J [5 1 [6] [7]
Much Modera tely Slightly Neither Less Slightly Mod erately Much
Less Les s Often Less oor More More Often More Often More
Ofte n Often Often Often
4 1. ln general. the quali ty of my family' s relationships has improved since I began working
the 12 hour shift schedule .
[I J [2) [3) [4J [5] [6J [7]
Srrougty Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Srrongty
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
42 . Since the shift scbedule changehaveyou and your spouse!parmer bad open d isagreements
about each of the following less or more often:
A. Household tasks?
[ I)
Much
Less
Often
[2J
Modera tely
Less Often
[3J
Slightly
Less
Often
[4J
Neither Less
oor More
Often
[5J
Sligh tly
More Often
[61
Moderalely
More Often
[7]
Much
More
Ofren
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B. Money?
[I J (2) [3J [4J [51 [6] [1]
Much Moderately Sligh tly Neither- Less Sl ightly Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Ofteo More
Often Often Often Often
C . Spending time together?
[l] [2J [3J [4J (5J [6] [1]
Much Moderately Slightly Ne ithe r Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Lc:ss Often Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Often Often
D. Sex?
[lJ [2J [3J [4J [5] [6J [1]
Much Moderately Slightly Neithe r Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less LessOften Less nor More More Ofte n More Often More
Ofteo Often Often Often
E. In-laws?
[l] (2J [3] [4] [5J [6] [1]
Much Moderately Sligh tly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less L.essOften Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Ofte n Often
F. The children?
[11 [2J [3J [4 J [5J [6J [1]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less LessOften Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Often Often
43. In general , I have hadmore timeto spe nd on my personal interests since I began working
me 12 hour shift schedule.
[l J [2] [3J [4J [5J [6J [1]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Stro ngly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Di sagree
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44 . In general . the qual ity of my life bas improved since I began working the 12 hour shift
schedule.
(I) [2) [31 ' [41 [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither S ligh tly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
FATIGUE AND REALm EFFECfS
45. Do you feel more tired at the end of a 12 hour shift than at the end of an 8 hour shift?
[I ) Yes
[2 ) No
46 . If Yes to Question 45. do you fee l this increased fatigue has a negative effect on your
pe rformanc e at work?
(I ) Yes
[2) No
47. If Yes to Question 46. please explain bow the fa tigue negatively effects your performance
at work.
48 . Falling asleep on duty has beennoredas a common prob lem in po lice wo rk. especially on
nigh t shifts. How often. on average. would you fal l asleep oe a sing le :
A . 8 hour day shift ? __ time(s ) pe r shift
B. 8 hour evening shift? _ _ time(s) per shift
C. 8 hour night shift? _ _ time(s) per shift
D. 12 bour day sbift? _ _ time(s) per shift
E. 12 bour night shift? _ _ time(s) per shift
49 . Has the quantity (amount) of your sleep over work periods increased. decreased. or
rema ined the same since the initiation of the 12 boor shift schedule?
(I) Inc reased
[2) Dec reased
[31 Remained the same
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50 . Has the quality of your sleep over work periods changed since the initiation of the 12
hour shift schedule?
[I ) Yes
[2] No
51. If Yes to Question 50 . how has the quality of your sleep over work periods changed?
52. Has the quan tity (amounl) of yoer sleep over days off increased , decreased . or remained
the same since the initiation of the 12 boor shift schedule?
(I ] Increased
[2] Decreased
[3] Remained the same
53. Has the q ua lity of your sleep over days off changed since the initiation of the l2 hour
shift schedule?
[I) Yes
[2) No
54 . If Yes to Question 53. bow basthe quality of your sleep over days off changed?
55. Have you encountered any physical health problems that have noticea bly worsened since
you switched to your present shift schedule?
[lJ Yes
[21 No (tr No. skip to Question 51)
56 . If Yes to Question 55 . please check all applicable ailments:
[I ) headaches [IOJ infections
(2) circu latory [ll ) urioary
[3] blurred vision (12) bloatin g
[4] indigestion [13] che st pain
[5] heart burn [14] gas
[6] belchin g [IS] backaches
[7] co lds [16] constipation
[8] fl. [17]
0_
[9] muscle acbes
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57 . Have yoo eocountem1 any physical bealdJ.problems lhat bave surfaced since you sw itched
to your present shift schedule?
[IJ Yes
[2] No (If No , skip to Question 59 )
58. If Yes to Questio n 57 . please check all applicab le:ailments :
[I) headaches (10) infections
[2J circu lato ry [11J urinary
[3J blurred vision [l2J bloatin g
[4] indigestion [l 3j chest pain
[SJ heart burn [14) gas
[6] belching [IS] backaches
[7] colds [16] constipation
[8J flu [11] othe r
[9J muscle aches
[7J
Almost
Every
Day
[6J
2-4 Times
a Week
59 . I take prescription drugs to either belp me sleep and/or wake up .
[l J [2) [3J [4) [SJ
Never Less Than Once a 2·3 Times a About Once
Once a Month Month a Week
Month
60. Do you work:in secondary employment or run your own business outside of your regular
police duti es?
[l J Yes
[2} No (If No . skip to Question 63)
61. If Yes to Question 60. please indicate me number of hours per week . on avera ge. that
you work in secondary employment or run your own business :
[1J Less than 4 bours
[2] 4-9 hours
[3J 10-19 hours
[4] 20 + hours
62 . What month and year did you begin work on this seco ndary employment?
__ Month _ _ Year
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MORALE AND JOB INVOLVEMENT
63 . From your perspecti ve has the general level of morale of the membership increased .
decreased. or remained the same since the change to die 12 bour shift schedule?
[ I I Iecreased
[21 Decreased
[3] Remained the same
64 . How would you describe morale amongst the members with whom you work most closely?
Would you say morale is:
[II
Very
Low
[2J
Moderately
Low
[31
Sligbdy
Low
[4J [5] [6J
Neither Slightly Mode rate ly
Low Nor High High
High
[7]
Very
High
65. What do you think are the main reasons for the current state of morale amongst lbe
members with whom yoo work:most closely? Please list in order of importance . starting
with the most important.
66. From your perspective has the job satisfaction level of the membership increased.
decre ased , or remained the same?
[IJ Increased
[21 Decreased
[3] Remained the same
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67 . From your perspective bas the job involvement level of the membership increased.
decreased. or remained the same?
[I) lncreascd
[21 Decreased
(3) Remainedthe same
For Questions 68 to 77, indica te your own feelin gs with respect to your jo b with the RNC .
68. The most importantthings lhat happen to me involvemy prese nt jo b.
[I) [2] (3) [4] [5] [61 [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightl y Neither Slightl y Moderately Strongl y
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
69 . To me , my job is only a small part of who I am.
[I ) [2] [3] [4J [5J [61 [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
70 . I am very much involved personally in my job .
[I ) (2) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
71. I live. eat andbreathe my job.
[I ) [2] )3) [4] [5] (6) [7]
Sttongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Sttongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
72. Most of my interests are centred around my job.
[I I [2] (3) [4] [5J (6) [7]
Sttongly Moderately Sligh tly Neither Slightly Moderately Strong ly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
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73. I have very strong ties wi th my prescntjob which would be very difficult to break.
[I J [2J [3J [4J [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderate ly Slightly Neither" Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
74 . Usually I feel detached from my job.
[l) [2) [3J [4J [5J [6J [7]
Strongly Moderatel y Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
75. Most o f my personal life goals are [ob-oriecred .
[I I [2) [31 [4J [5J [6J [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Stto ngly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
76. I consider my job co be very central to my ex istence.
[I ) (2) [31 [4J [5J [6J [7J
Strongly Moderately Slightly Ne ither Sligbtly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
77. I like to be absorbed in my job most of the time.
[l J [2J [3) [41 15J [6J [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Srrocgty
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor A= Agree Agree
Disagree
78 . Do you feel that the amount of self-initiated police activities have increased. decreased.
or remained the same since the shift schedule change?
[lJ Increased
[2J Decreased
[3J Remained the same
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PREFERENCE OF SHIFT SCHEDULES
79. List in order of importance the POSITIVE FACTO RS most often associated with your
present 12 bour shift schedule . Please start with the most important.
SO. List in orde r of imporraoce the NEGA TIVE FACTORS most often associated with your
present 12 hour shift scbedule. Please start with the most important.
81. List in orde r of importance the POSITIVE FACTORS most often associated wi th me 8
hour shift schedule . Please stan with the most importan t.
82 . List in order of impo rtance the NEG ATIVE FACTORS most often associated with the
8 bour shift schedule. Please start. with the most important .
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83. lnd icate your preferred shift:
[11 [prefer to work day shifts
[2] I prefer to work night shifts
[3] I pre fer to work evening shifts
[4] I have no preference
84 . Examinethe foUowing schedule characteristics anddiagrams . Which schedule wou ld you
prefer to wo rk if given the cho ice?
l t l 2+2 (8 week cycle)
[21 3 + 2 (4 week cycle)
mE 2 +2 SCmmm.S
Schedule Characteristi cs :
cycle cons ists of 2 days. 2 nights . followed by 4 days of rest
3 out of 8 weekends off and 2 partial weekends our of 8 off
Note: 0 = Day (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.)
N = Night (8 p.m. [0 8 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week"
SMTWT FS SMTWTFS SMTWTFS SMTWT F S
nat....
U DD NN R RR R DD N N RR RR D D NNR RRRDD N N
~2 N N RRR RD DNNRRR R D DNN R RR RDD N N RR
ij3 aRRROON N RRRRD D NNRRRRD D NNRRRR
ij4 RRDDNNR R RRDDNN RR RR DDN N R R R R D D
Week 5 Week 6 Wee k 7 We e k 8
S MT WTFS SM TWTF S SMTW TFS S MT WTFS
nat....
U RR R R D D N N R RRRDD NN R R R RD D N NR R R R
ij2 RR DO NN R R R R DDN N R R R RDD N N R R RR DD
ij3 DD NNRRR RDDNNRR R R D D NN R RR RDDNN
U NNRRRRD D N N RR R R DDNNRRR RDDNNRR
See next page f or 3 +2 characteristics and diagram
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TRB 3 *2 Sc:mmtlLE
Schedule Cbancteristics :
cycle consists of 2 or 3 similar shifts followed by 2 or 3 rest days: after rest
periods . shifts change from days to nights or vice versa
every second wee kend off
Nore: o = Day (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.)
N = Night (8 p.m . to 8 a. m. )
R "'"Rest Day
Week 1 Week 2 We e k 3 Week 4
S M T WT FS SM T W T FS S MT WT FS SM T WT FS
EJ.a.t....
#1 N R R O D R R RNNRRDD DRRNNRR RDDRRNN
#2 RDDRRNN NRRDDRR RNNRROD DR RNNRR
#3 RNNRRDD DRRNNRR RDDRRNN NRRDDRR
#4 DRRNNRR RDORRNN NRR DDRR RNNRRDD
85. Indicate your preferred shift pattern :
[IJ 1 prefer [0 work the 3 platoon - 8 hour equal allocati on shift pattern
[2] I prefer [0 work the 3 platoon - 8 hour split shift pattern CCrazy 8 'SM)
[3} [ prefer to work the 4 plaroon . 12 hour shift pattern (ooe of either o f the two
schedules usedin: St. John 's cr eamer Brook and Labrad or City, i.e . the 2+2 or
the 3 + 2)
(4 ) Undeci ded
[5] I have no prefereoce
86. Please explain why you chose the shift pattern you did.
2 1
1r7. I pre fer my present shift sched ule over any previous schedule mat I have worked.
(1) [2J [31 [4J [5] [6] [7]
S tron gly Mode rately Slightl y Neithe r Slightl y Moderately Strongly
Disa gree Disagre e Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
88. Is there anything you would like to add or any comments you wish to make about this
surv ey?
We have now reached the eod of the questioonai:re. 1bank you for your co-ope radon. The results
of this survey will remain aIXlCymous and confidential and will be used in the overal l monito rin g
of me 12 boor shift schedules . Once again. lhank you for your time .
APPENDIX 4, SUPERVISORS' STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
(9 TO S WORKERS)
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SUPE RVISO RS' STRtlCTIJRED INTERYJEW
(9 TO 5 WORKERS)
12 HOUR SHIFf MONITORING SURVEY
MAY M"D JUNE 1994
The purpose of this imerv1ew is [Q prov1de you. me supervisors. with an opportunity to voice your
opinion and takepan in me monitoring process. Your views on the 12 and 8 hour shift schedules
an: necessary [Q ensure a thorough evaluation of me shift schedul es . The shift schedule s greatly
affec t supervisors duties , so it is in your interest dun this request for your participat ion in the
surv ey is made. All membe rs of the Street Patro ls in SL John ' s. Come r Brook . and Labrad or
City . along with randoml y selected spousesJpartners of members will also be provided me
oppo rtunity (Q comment 00 me effects of the 8 and 12 hour shift schedu les . 1berefore . to ensure
that your views are represeared . I would like (Q ask you some questioos. If you have any
questio ns during die interview . feel free [Q ask.
Remember. participation is voluntary and you are free to end the intervi ew at any time . if you
do ROtwishto continue . Your responsesare anonymous andconfide nti al . Results of the survey
will be available at the comp letion of the evaluation process. There are no "right " or "wrong"
answersand thereare 00 trick questions . We should be ab le [Q co mplete the interview within an
hour . Do DOt ponder any questio n for extra time - just give your honest opinio n.
lNSTRUcnONS:
Tell me your chosen response (0 each question.
Choose only one answer unless I instruct otherwise
Fee l free (0 make additional comments on questions, aside from your answer
Some of the items are direct questio ns. whereas others are statements on which [ warn: [0 get your
opinio n.
let me show you an example . We will use me scales 00 page [ of this booklet . Hand out tbe
sca.Ie booklet . Then I will read a statement . Read statement,
1. "The12 hour shift schedule allows the members enough time [0 do their paperwork.
( 1] [2] [3] [41 (5] [6] [1J
Stro ngly Modera tely Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Stron gly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Ag= Agree A gree
Disagree
You will decide lD what degreeyou agreeor disagree with me statement. men you will choose me
numbe r that correspo nds to your opinion . ( will write that number on me questionnaire .
We will need to assign you a number you can reproduce in the event that we conduct a fell ow- up
survey . We would then be ab le to compare your answers on this questionnaire [Q your answers
on future questionnaires . Write the numbers indicated . in order, on the line provided . The
nwn ber will not ide ntify you to anyone else but yourself and you will be able to recreate it at a
later date . if need be.
Give number sheet£0 iarerviewee to complete.
Number of letters in your morber's maiden name
Number of letters in your middle name (if you have no middle name answer with a zero)
The S'" and6'" digits of your home phone number
For example:
If your mother's maiden name is Smith <S. letters) , your middle name is Frederick (2 letters), and
your phone number is 722· 1234 (me S*and 6* digits are 2.and l>, your number would be:
--522.l.-
Please rill in your number in the space provided and we will then proceed with the interview ,
1. Detachmenr: Iocation:
(I J St.lohn's
(2J Co mer Brook
(3J Labrador City
OPERATIONAL
Listen to the roDowiogstatements and indicate. rrom the scale provided, the number which
most closelyreflects your attitude 00 the slatemenL In addition, please make an y statements
you reel are necessary for explanation purposes .
Scale#1
2. The 12 hour shift schedule allows the members enough time to do their paperwork.
[I ) [21 [3J [4) [SJ [6] [1]
Saongly Mode ra te ly Slightly Neither Slightl y Modera te ly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
3. The present shift scbeduje allows the mem bers adequate time for follow -up investigations
of a ro utine nature (e.g . malicious damag e. theft from vehicles).
[I) [2) [31 [4) [5) [6) [1]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderate ly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
4 . The present shift scbeduIe allows the members adequate time for follow-up investiga tions
of a more serious nature (e.g . break and entry, assault) .
[I ) [2) [31 [4) [5) [6J [7)
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
5 . The present shift schedule allows me adequate time lOconsult with the membe rs on the
Street Patrol when required .
ru
Strong ly
Disagree
[2J
Moderately
Disagree
[31 [4J
Slightly Neither
Disagree A~ Nor
Disagree
[51
Sligh tly
Ag=
[6J
Moderately
Ag=
[7]
Strongly
Ag=
6 . The present shift schedule allows the members to obtain prompt/time ly assistance from
other support uni ts (i.e . Identification Section. Crimiml Investigation Division. etc .) on:
A. Day shift
[l J Yes
[2J No
(3] Not applicable
B. Nightshift
[l J Yes
[2J No
(31 Not applicable
7. Do you feel that.the S~ Patrol mem bers' effectiveness as police officers has increased .
decreased. or remainedthe same since the change from the 8 hour shift schedule to the 12
hour shift schedule?
[lJ Increased
(2) Decreased
[3] Remained lhe same
8. Why do you feel that way?
9 . Do you feel tha t the percentage of time spent on preventative policing has increased.
dec reased . or rema ined the same since the shift sched ule change?
[I) Increased
(2) Decreased
[3] Remained the Same
10. Do you feel tha t some investigations are compromised by the compressed wo rk week ' s
frequent allotme nt of long periods of time off between shifts?
[IJ Yes
[2J No
If YES : In wbar ways are the investigations comprom ised?
11. Have you observed any problems for members trying to communicate betwee n platoons
on a day to day basis while on the [2 bour shift sched ule?
[I) y ",
[2J No
12. Have you observed any problems for mem bers tryin g to comm unica te between platoons
over day s off whil e on the 12 hour shift sched ule?
[I ) Y",
[2J No
13. Has the percentage of on duty time used efficie ntly increased , dec reased . or rem ained the
same since the chan ge to the 12 hour shift schedule?
[I ) Increased
[2J Decreased
[3] Remained the same
QuestiODS14 and [S om:only applicab le [0 some officers.
14 . Has the quali ty of reports changed since the initiation of the 12 hour shift schedule?
(lJ Yes
[2J No
15 . (f YES to Question 14 : How has the quality changed?
Scale I I
16. Scheduling court dares acemade easie r with the 12 hour shift scbcd ule?
[lJ [2J [3J (4) [5J [6J [7]
Strongly Modera tely Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
17. Is me12 boor shift schedule moredifficult, less difficul t. or no diff erent to administe r than
the equal allocation 8 hour shi ft schedule?
[1} More diffi cul t
(2} Less difficult
[3) No different
18. ls me12 boor shift schedule more difficult, lessdifficult . or 00 different tc administer than
the split 8 bour (-Crazy 8's") shift schedule?
[1] More diffi cul t
[2} Less difficult
[3] No different
MORALE AND JOB INVOLV EMENT
19. From your perspective bas the members' general leve l of morale increased. dec reased . or
remained the same since the change to the l2 bour shift schedule?
(lJ Increased
(2] Decreased
[3J Remained the same
20 . From your perspecti ve bas the superv isors ' ( those working the 12 bour shift schedule)
general level of morale increased . decreased. or remained the same?
(1) Increased
[2) Decreased
(3] Remained the same
21. From your perspective basthe supervisors ' (those workin g 9 to 5) general level of morale
increased . decreased . or remained the same ?
[ 1) lncreascd
[2) Dec reased
(3) Remained the same
Scale #2
22. How would you describemorale amongst the members with whom you work"! Would yo u
say morale is:
(1)
Very
Low
[2) [3) [4J [5J [6J
Moderately Sligbtly Neither Slightly Moderately
Low Low Low Nor High High
High
[7J
Very
High
23. What do you think are the main reasons for the current state of morale amongs t the
memberswith whomyou work? Please list in orderof importance. surting with the most
important.
24. From your perspective has the job satisfaction level of the membership increased.
decreased . or remainedthe same?
[ I ) Increased
[2) Decreased
[3] Remained the same
25. From your perspective bas the job involv ement leve l of the membership increased.
decreased. or remainedthe same?
[I ) Increased
(2) Decreased
[31 Remained the same
26. Do you feel that self-initiated.police activities have increased. decreased. or remained the
same since the shift schedule change?
[I) Increased
[2) Decreased
[31 Remained thesame
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PREFERENCE OF SHlFT SCHEDULES
27. From a supervisor's poinl of view. lisl: in order of importance the POSITIVE FACT O RS
most often associated with the present 12 hour shift schedu le. Please start with the most
important.
28. From a supervisor's point of view. list in order of importance the NEGATIVE
FACTORS most often associated with the pr esent 12 hour shift schedule. Please start
with the most importan t.
29. From a supervisor's point of view. list in order of importance the POSITIVE FACTORS
most often associated with the 8 hour shift schedule. Pleasestan with the most important.
11
30. From a supervisor's point of view, list in order of importance lhe ~"EGATIVE
FACTORS most often associated with the 8 bour shift schedule. Please start with the
most important.
12
Point. out the two schedul e diagrams to interviewee.
31. Examine these scbedu1e characteristics and diagrams . Whicb schedule would you prefer
to see implemented in me Street Patrols of the RNC . if given the coo ke '?
[I ) 2+2 (8 week cycle)
(2] 3+2 (4 week cycle)
THE 2 + 2 s cmmULP:
Schedule Characteristics :
cycle consists of 2 days . 2 nights . followed by 4 days of rest
3 out of 8 weekends off and 2 partial weekends out of 8 off
Note: o = Day (8 a.m . to 8 p.m.)
N = Night (8 p.m. to 8 a.m.)
R = Rest Day
Wee k 1 We ek 2 Wee k 3 Week 4
S MT W T FS S MT W T FS S M T W T F S SMT WTFS
lia.t...
# 1 O DNNRRR RDDNNRR RRDDN NR RRR DONN
#2 NNRRRRD DNN RRRR DDNNRRR RDDNNRR
#3 RRRRDDN NRRRRD O NNRRRRD D N N R R R R
#4 RRDON NR RRRDDNN RRRRDD N NRRRRDD
Wee k 5 Wee k 6 Wee k 7 Week 8
S M T WTF S S M T W T F S SM TWTFS SM T W TFS
lia.t...
#1 RRRRDDN NRRRRDD N N R R R R D ONNRRRR
# 2 RRDDNNR RRRDDNN R RRRDDN NRRRRDD
#3 DDNNRRR RDDNNRR RRDDNNR RRRDONN
#4 NNRRRRD D NNRRRR DONNRRR RDDNNRR
See n ext page f o r 3+ 2 c h a r ac t e r i s t ics and diagram
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THE 3+2 ScmmQLS
Schedu le Characteristics:
cycle consists of 2 or 3 similar shifts followed by 2 or 3 rest days : after rest
periods . shifts change from days to nights or vice versa
every second weekend off
Note: o = Day (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.)
N = Night (8 p.m. (0 8 a.m .)
R = Rest Day
We ek 1 Wee k 2 Wee k 3 We e k 4
SMTWTF S SMTWTFS S M T W T F S S M T W T FS
lla.t....
#l NRRDORR RNNRRO D DR R N N R R RDDR RN'N
~2 RDDRRNN NRRDDRR RNNRRD D D R R N N R R
#3 RNNRRD D D R R N N R R R DDRRN N NRRDDRR
#4 D R R N N RR RDDRRNN N R R D D R R RNNR RDD
Point out the list of shift patte rns to interviewee.
32. Indicate your preferred shift pattern:
[1] I prefer the 3 ptatocn , 8 hour equal allocation shift pane m
[21 I prefer the 3 platoon - 8 hour split shift pattern ("Crazy 8's ")
(3) I prefer the 4 platoon - 12 hour shift pattern (one of e ither of the two schedules
used in: St. John's or Come r Brook:and labrador City , i.e . the 2+2 or the 3 + 2)
[4) Undecided
[5] I have no preference
33. Please explain why you chose the shift pattern you did.
14
ScaIe II
34. [ prefer the presem:shift scbeduk: over any previoesschedule that I have seen implemen ted
at the Street Patrols of the RNC.
tu [2J [3J [4J [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Modera rety Slightly Neither Slightly Mode ra tely Scrongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
35. Is there anything you would like lO add or any comments you wish to make about this
survey ?
We have now reached the end of the interview. Thank you for your co-operation. The results
of this survey will remain anonymous and confidential and will be used in the overa ll moni toring
of the 12 hour shift schedules. Once again. thank you for your time.
APPENDIX 5, SPOUSEIPARTNER STR UCllJRED INTERVIEW
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SPOUSEIPARTNER STRJTCDJRED INTERVIEW
12 HOUR SHIFT MONITORING PROCESS
JUNE AND JULY 1994
The purposeof lhis interview is to provide you. !be spousesIparmers. with an oppo rtunity to voice
yo ur opinio n and take part in the monitoring process . Your views on the 12 and 8 hour shift
scbeduIes are eecessary to ensure a rborough evaluation of the shift sched ules . The shift schedules
greatly affect members' famil y lives. SO it is in your interest thaJ: mis requ est for your parti cipation
in the survey is made . All members and supervisors of the Street Patrol s in St. John's. Comer
Brook, m:I Labrador City. along with randoml y selected spouses/ partne rs of members in al l these
areaswill also be prov ided the oppo rtuni ty to comment on the effects of the 8 and 12 hour shift
schedules. If you have any questions durin g the interv iew feel free to ask.
Remembe r. panicipatio n is voluntary and you are free to end the intervi ew at any tim e. if you
do not wish to continue. Your responses are an onymous andconfiden tial. Results of the survey
will be available at the co mpletion of the evaluation process . There are no "right" or "wro ng-
ans wers and there are no tric k questions . just give yo ur honest opinio n. We should be able to
co mplete the inte rview in about 45 minutes . Do not ponde r any question for extra time - just
give your bcaest opinion.
INSTRUCTIONS'
Tell me yo ur chose n response to each question .
Choose only one answ er unless ( instruct othe rwise
Feel free to make additional comments on questi ons. aside from your answer
Some of the items are direct questions, whereas others are statements on which I want to get your
opinion.
let me show you an example. We will use the scales in this booklet . Hand out the scale boo klet.
Then I will read a statement. Read sta tement.
1. My spouse's/partner's present shi ft schedu le allows himlhe r adeq uate time off between
rotauons fo r family related activiti es .
[11 (2) [3J [4J [5J [6J [7]
Stron gly Modera tely Slightly Neithe r Slightly Moderately Stro ngly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree:
Disagree
You will decide to what degree you agree or disagree with the statement . then you will choose the
number tha t corre sponds to your opinion. I will wri te that number on the questionna ire .
We will need to assign your family a number YQU can reproduce in the event that we co nduct a
follow-up survey . We would then be able to compare your answers on this questionnaire to your
answe rs on future ques tionnaires. Write the numbe rs ind icated . in order . on the line provided .
The number wil l not identify YQU to anyone else but yo urself and you will be able to recre ate it
at a later date . if needbe .
Give number sheet to iDrervie wee to comp lete.
Number of lettersin your spouse ' slparmc:r 's mother 's maiden name
Number ofleaers in your spouse ' s/partner's middle name (if helshe has no middle name answer
with a zero)
The ~ and ff' digits of your home phone number
For exampl e:
If your spouse ' s!panner's mother ' s maiden came is Smith (S. letters). your spoese'szparroer's
middle name is Frederick (2 letters). and your home phone number is 722-1234 (lhe seand ff'
digits are 2 ani.3) . your number would be:
~
Please fill in your family' s number in the space pr ovided and we will then proc eed witb the
int ervi ew.
1. Detachment location :
UI St. John 's
[21 Comer Broo k
(3] Labrador Ci ty
2. Sex:
[l J Mal e
[2} Female
The next few questions will help to relate your attitudes and opinions to that of oth er people
with similar backgrounds.
3. What is your year of binh? 19_
MARRIAGE
4. What is your legal mari tal status? Are you:
(1) Legally married (and not separa ted)
(2) Legally married and separated
[3] Divorced
[4] Widowed
(5] Never married (sing le)
5. Ace you currently living with a common-law parmer?
[I I Yes
[21 No
6. How many years have you been marri ed to your spousell iving with you r partne r?
_ _ years
OCCUPATION
7. With refere nce to your occupation. do you :
(1] Work: in the home
(2] Work outside the borne
[3] Run a businesswhile at borne
[4] Work at borne for another business
8. Do you work full-time m:part-time (outside the bome)?
[11 Full-time
[2J Pan-tim e
9. [f you work full-time outside the home. do you work:
Itl Fixed day shi ft
(2) Fixed evening shift
(3] Fixed nigh t shift
(4] Rotational shifts
(5] Flexib le hours
May need (0 ask question (0 clarify the type of shift.especially if rotati onal .
10. Could you desc ribe your shift for me?
If individual does not have children . skip (0 Question 12.
CHIL DRE N
l l . How many children do you have? _ _
12. wbat are the ages of your children (Ages in yean. from youngest (0 otdesu :
Youngest Oldest
Now Lba ve some qu estions about your spouse/partner .
13. How many years of service does your spouse/partne r bave wit:bme RNC? _ years
14. How many momhs bas your spouse /partner worked on me present 12 hour shift schedule
(schedule brou ght in on August I'")? months
15. Did your spouseI panner work on the 12 hour schedule the last time it was introduced on
a trial basis for the street patrols of the RNC in 199O?
[I) Yes
[2J No
EMOTIONAL AD.JUSfMENT TO SCHE DULE
16 . Have you noticed any emotio nal or mood changes of your spouse/partne r since your
spouse/partner started working his/her present shift schedule?
[11 Yes
[2J No
17. ff YES to Question 15 Were these changes positive or negative?
[ I} Positive
[21 Negative
18. ff YES to Question 16 Do you feel you must adjust your behaviour to accommodate your
spouse's/partner's mood which results from his/her present shift schedule?
[II Yes
[21 No
19. lf YES to Question 18 How do you feel you must adjust your behaviour?
20 . Does your spouse/partne r cope best emotionally when working :
[1] Days
[2J Nights
[3] No difference
FATIGUE AND SLEEP ADJ USTME xT
21. Does your spouse/perteer exhibi t signs of physical fatigue when working :
A. Days?
[l J Yes
[2J No
[3] Do not know
B. Nights?
[1] Yes
[2J No
[31 Do not know
C. No difference
[l J Yes
22 . Doesyour spousezp arme r have difficulry sleeping as a result of working:
A. Days?
[1] Yes
[2J No
[3J Do not know
B. Nights?
[lJ Yes
[2J No
[31 Do not know
C. No difference
[I J Yes
[71
Almost
Every
Day
[6J
2-4 T imes
a Week
[51
Abou t Once
a Week
[I J
MORALE AND JOB INVOLVEMENT
SCALE#!
23. Does your spouse/parmer do RNC office related work at home outside of his/her
sched uled shifts? If yes , how often?
[2J [3J [41
Never Less Tban Once a 2-3 Times a
Once a MoDlh Month
Month
24 . From your perspective bas your spouse' s1parmer' s geoeraJ level of morale increased .
decreased . or remained the same since the change to the l2 bour shift schedule ?
[I) Increased
[21 Decreased
[3J Remained the same
SCALE #2
25. How would you desc ribe the morale of your spouseIpanner? Would you say hislbe r
morale is:
[ I )
Very
Low
[21
Moderate ly
Low
[3J
Sligbtly
Low
[4)
Ne ither
Low Nor
High
IS] [6]
Slightly Moderatel y
High High
[1)
Very
H igh
26 . What do you think are the main reasons for your spouse'szparme r's current state of
morale? Please l ist in order of impo rtance starting with the most important .
LEISURE AND FAMILY TIME
Now. we would like [0 learn about your views and opinions concerning your and your
spouse ' slpa.rtner ' s social acti vities both as a famil y and as individuals.
"O ff--duty activities" include sports , fitness , hobbies . involvement in church or service clubs .
educational pursuits. cultural activities. secondary employment , gatherings with friends or
relatives . specific famil y related activities . etc. Essential ly, it covers time not spent on po lice
work .
Some of the questions may be of a personal nature, but I would like to remind you that the
questionnaires ace anonymous and confi dential . Your replies will assist us in effective ly
evaluating the impact of the shift schedule on you and your fam ily and close frie nds .
Listen to the following statements and indicate, from the scale provided, th e number which
most closely reflects your attitude on the statement. In additi on , please make any state men ts
you feel ar e necessary for explana tion pur poses.
SCALE #3
27. It is quire easy ro plan off-duty activities with my spouse' s1parmer 's present shift schedule.
[I )
Suo ngly
Disagree
[2J
Moderately
Disagree
(3) [4J
Slightly Neither
Disagree: Agree Nor
Disagree
[5J
Slightly
Agree
[6]
Moderately
Agree
(7)
Suong ly
Agree
28. I have to decrease some of f-duty acti vities because of my spouse's/partner's present shift
schedule.
(I ) (2) [31 [4J (5) [61 [7J
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
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29. My spouseIparmer bas difficu.lty otxaining special time off requestS on bislber present shift
schedule.
[I J [2) [3J [4J [5] (6J [7)
Stro ngly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Modera tely Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
Som e of the foUowing questions deal with family responsibilities. If you and your
spouseIpartner do not base children some of these questions may DOt apply to you. You can ,
however . answer some of these qutstions with respect to your and your spouse' s1partner 's
parents. brothers. sisters . nieces, nephews. etc. U you feel that a question does not apply
to you, we will leave it out and move on to the next question .
30. My spouse's/partner's present shift schedule allows himlhe r adequa te time off betwee n
rotations for famil y rela ted activities.
[ 11
Strongl y
Disagree
[2J
Moderately
Disagree
[3J [4J
Slightly Neither
Disagree Agree Nor
Disagree
[5J [6]
Slightly Moderatel y
Agree A~
[7)
Strongly
Ag=
SCALE #4
31. Since the shift schedule change bas your spouse/partner had diffic ulty setting aside time
for each of the Icllcwiag tess or more often:
A. Meals togethe r with family?
[lJ [2J [3J
Much Moderately Slightly
Less Less Less
Difficu lt Difficul t Difficult
[4J
Neither Less
nor More
Difficult
[5J
Slightl y
Man:
Difficult
[6J
Moderately
Man:
Difftcult
[7)
Mucb
Man:
Diffic ult
B. Sleep ?
[IJ [2J [3J [4J [5] [6J (7)
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Sligbtl y Moderately Much
Less Less Less nor More Man: Man: Man:
Difficult Difficult DiffICUlt Difficul t Difficult DiffICUlt Difficult
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[1]
Much
More
Difficult
[6]
Moderatel y
More
Difttcult
[5]
Slightly
More
Difficult
[4J
Neither Less
nor More
Difficul t
[31
Slightly
Less
Difficu lt
C . Taking care of children?
[l J [2J
Much Moderately
Less Less
Difficul t Difficult
D. Leisure time together with children . spouseI panner and friends?
[lJ [2J [3J [4J [5J
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly
Less Less Less nor More More
Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficu lt
[6J
Moderately
More
Difficult
[7]
Much
More
Difficult
E. Parti cipati on in clubs . organiza tions. etc .?
[ I I [2J [3J [4J [5J [6J [1]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Less nor More More Mere More
Difficul t Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficu lt Difficult
F. Continuation tra ining or education?
[l J [2) [3]
Much Mode rately Slightly
Less Less less
Difficult Difficul t Difficul t
[4]
Neither Less
nor More
DiftlCU1t
(5)
Slightly
More
Difficult
[61
Moderately
More
Difttcu lt
[1]
Much
Mere
Difficult
[1)
Much
More
Difficult
[6J
Moderately
Moce
Difficul t
[5]
Slightly
More
Difficul t
[4]
Neithe r Less
oor More
Difficult
SCALE,.
32 . Since the shift schedule change have you had difficulty setting aside time for each of the
foUowing less or more often :
A. Meals together with family?
[IJ [2J [3J
Much Moderately Slightly
Less Less Less
Difficult DiftlCUlt Difficult
12
B. Sleep?
[ I ) (2) [3) [4) [5] [6) [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slig htly Moderately Much
Less Less Less nor More More More More
Di fficult Difficu lt Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult
C. Taking care of children?
[ II (21 (3) [4) [5j [6) [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Less norMore More More More
Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficu lt
D. leisure time rogerber with children. spouseIpanner and friends?
[I ) [2) [31 [4) [5) [6] [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slig htly Moderately Much
Less Less Less nor More More More More
Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficu h Difficult
E. Participation in clubs. organizations. etc.?
[I ) [2) [31 [4) [51 [6] [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Less nor More More More More
Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult Diffi cult DifficuJ[ Diffic ult
F. Continuation training or education?
[ I ) [2) [3J [4) [5] [61 [1)
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
Less Less Less nor More More More More
Difficult DiffICUlt Diff1CU1t Difficult Diffi cul t Difficult Difficult
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SCAlE #'3
33 . In general . the quality of my family's relationships has improved situ my spouseIpartner
began working the 12 hour shift schedule.
III [2] [31 14] [5] [6} [1]
Strongly Moderate ly Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disa gree Agree No r Agree Agree Agree
Disa gree
SCAlE #5
34 . Since the shift schedule change have you and your spouse /partner had open disagreements
about eac h of the following less or more often :
A. Household tas ks?
[1)
Much
Less
Often
[21 [3]
Mod eratel y Slightly
Less Often Less
Often
[4]
Neither Less
nor More
Often
[5] [6]
Slightl y Moderate ly
More Often More Often
[1]
Much
More
Often
B. Money?
[1) [2 ] [3] [4] [5] [6] [1]
Much Moderately Sligh tly Neither Less Slightly Moderately Much
less Less Often less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Often Often
C. Sperd lng time together?
[I) [2 ) [3] [4] (51 [6J [1]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither less Slightly Mode rately Much
less Less Often le ss oorMore More Often More Often More
Often Often Ofte n Often
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D. Sex?
[l J [2J [3] [4) [5] [6] [7]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither Less Slightly Moderatel y Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Often Often
E. In-laws?
[lJ [2J [3] [4J [5] [6] [1]
Much Moderately Slightly Neither less SHghtly Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More More Often More Often More
Often Often Often Often
F. The children?
[I ] [2] [3] [4J [5J [6] [1]
Much Modera tely Slightly Neitherless Slightl y Moderately Much
Less Less Often Less nor More MoreOften More Often More
Often Often Often Often
SCALE #3
35 . In gene ral. my spouse/partner hasmore time to spend on his/he r per sonal interests since
he/she beganworking the 12 hour shift schedule.
[l J [2) [3] [4) [5J [6] [7]
Suo ngly Moderately Slightly Neirber Slightly Mode rately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
36. In general, [ have more time to spend on my personal interests since my spouse/partner
began working the 12 hour shift schedule .
[ I ) [2[ [3] [4j [5] [6] [7]
Srrongty Moderately SHghtly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree D isagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
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37 . In geteral, the qual ity of life enjoyed by our family and close friends bas improved since
my spouse/partner began working the 12 hour shift schedule.
[1) [21 [1) [4] [5] [6] [7]
Strongly Moderately Slightly Neither Slightly Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree Agree
Disagree
38. In gene ral. the commen ts of our close friends and family, concerning the 12 hou r shift
schedule, have been:
[I )
Slrongly
Disagree
[2)
Mod era tely
Disagree
[1)
Slightly
Disagree
[4)
Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree
[5J
Slightly
Agree
(6)
Moderately
Agree
[7]
Strongly
Ag=
39 . Think.of the people with whom you spend most of your social time (i.e . closest frie nds) .
Are these people (accept one answer only) :
(lJ police officers and/o r famil ies of police officers
[2} associated with police work
(3} DOt associated with po lice work
40. Do these people work:
[ I) Fixed day shift (i. e. 9·5 , 8-4. e tc. )
[21 Fixed evening shift
[1) Fixed night shift
[4) Routional shifts
[51 Flexible hours
[6} Part-rime various hours
4 1. If lbese peop le work rotational shifts , do theywo rk :
[l ] the sam e shift schedule as you and/o r your spouseIparmer
[2] a shift sched ule similar to you and/o r your spouseI partner
[3] a di fferent shift scbed ule than you and/o r your spouseIparmer
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42 . If your friends won: a diffem:J[ shift schedulethanyou and/o r your spouseI partne r. please
commem on !:beeffect this differeoce of shift schedule has on your social life with respect
to planni ng and partic ipatin g in social acti vities.
PREFERENCE OF SHIFT SCHEDULES
43 . List in order of imporunce the PO SITIVE FACTO RS most often associa ted with your
spousc ' slparmer 's prese nt 12 bour shift schedule. Please start with the most impo rtant.
44 . List in order of importanc e the NEG ATIVE FACTORS most often associa ted with your
spouse's/partner's present 12 bour shift schedule. Please stan with the most importan t.
11
45. List in order of imponance the POSITIVE FACTORS most often associated w ith the 8
bour shift schedule your spou.seIparmer worked previously. Please sun with me most
important. (Ma y DOt be applicable)
46 . List in order of importance the I'"'EGATIVE FACTORS most ofte n associated with me
8 hour shift schedu le your spouse/partne r worked prev ious ly . Please start with the most
impo rtant. (May OO[ be applicable)
SCALE #3
47. I pre fer my spou.se'sJpannc:r's present shift schedule over any previous schedule lhat
he/ she has worked .
[11
Strongl y
Disagree
[2J
Moderate ly
Disagree
[3)
Slightly
Disagree
[4)
Neither
Agree Nor
Disagree
[5]
Slightl y
Agree
[6]
Moderately
Agree
[1]
Strong ly
Ag=
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48 . Is there anything you would like to add or any comments you wish to make about this
interview and surve y?
We have DOW reached the end of lhe Interview. t will be mailing out a questionnaire for you to
fill out on your own. You can then return that questionnaire . anonymously. by mail.
Th e resu lts of lhis interview will remain ano nymous and confidential and will be used in the
overall monitoring of the 12 hour shift schedules. If you are interested in knowing the results of
the evaluation. the y will be available from my office in a few mooths .
Thank you for your time and co-operation.
APPEN DlX 6: DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCALE
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Dyadic Adjus1ment Scale
Most persons have disagreements in their relatlonshfps. Please inJicale below the approximate externof agreement or disagreement
between you andyour partner foreach item on the following list.
I. lIandling family finances
2. Maners of recreation
J. Religious matters
4 . Demonstrationsof affection
5. Friends
6. Sexrelations
7. Conventionality (correct or proper
bevavior)
8. Philosophy of life
9. Ways of dealing with parents or in-laws
10. Aims, goals, andthings believed
imponam
II. Amountof lime spent together
12. Making majordecisions
IJ. Household tasks
14. Leisure-lime Interests andactivines
15. Career decisions
Almost
Always always Frequently Occasionally
disagree disagree disagree disagree
Almost
always Always
agre agree
16 . 1I0w often do you discuss or have you
considered divorce, separation, or
tenninatingyour relationship'!
17, How of ten do you or your male leave
Ihe house after a fight'!
18. ln general, how oflen do you thinkthai
things between you and your par tner are
goingwell?
19. Do you confide in your mate"
20, Do you ever regret thatyou married (or
lived together)?
21, lIow oftendo you andyour partner
quarrel1
22, How often do you and your mate "get
on each other's nervestj
Never Rarely Occasionally
More
often
than not
Most of All the
the lime time
Never Rarely Occasionally Almost every day Every day
23. Do you kiss your mate'l
Noneof them Very few Some of Most of All or
of them them them them
24. Do you and your mate engage in
outside interests together'l
How often would you say the following occur
between you andyour mate:
25. Have a stimulating exchangeof ideas
26. Laugh together
27. Calmly discuss something
28, Work together on a project
Less than
oncea
Never month
Once or
twice
a month
Once or
twice a
week
Once a
day
More
often
These are some things about which couples agree lindsometimes disagree. Indicate if either item belowcaused differences of
opinionsor were problems in your relationship during Ihe past few weeks. (Checkyes or 110.)
No
29. 0
30. 0
Yes
1 Being too tired for sex
I Not showing love
31. Thedots on the following line represent different degrees of happiness in your relationship. Tbepoim, "happy,- represents the
degreeof happiness of most relationships. Please circle the dot that best describesthe degree of happiness, all things considered,
of your relationship.
Extremely
wlhappy
Fairly
IInhappy
A lillie
II /happy Happy
V' 'Y
happy
Extremely
happy Perfect
32. Which of the following statements best describes how you feel about the future of your relationship:
5 I want desperately for my relationship to succeed and would go to almostany lengths to see thai it does.
4 I wantvery much for my relationship to succeed and will do all that I can 10 see thai it docs.
3 I wantvery much for my relationship 10 succeed and will do my fair share to see that it does.
2 It wouldbenice if my relationship succeeded, and I can't do much more than I am doing now to help it succeed.
I It wouldbenice if II succeeded, but I refuse 10 do any more than I am doing IlOW to keep the relationshipgoing.
o My relationship can never succeed, and there is no more Ihat l can do to keep the relationship going.
Yourparticipation in this surveyis appreciated. The questionnaire should now he placed in the postage paid, addressed, returnenvelope
provided, and depositedin the mail. Thank you for your cooperation.
APPEND IX 7, SURVEY INTRODUCTION MEMORANDA
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ROYAL NEWFOUNDLAND CONSTABULARY
ao, Bo. 7247
St. John'• • NUIfolUldland. Canada
AIE3Y4
Tel.phoae (709) 12~OOO
F.u Number: (709) 729-05226
May 27, 1994
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT: 12 HOUR SHIFT MONITORING SURVEYS AND INTERVIEWS
Please find enclosed, memorandums from theChief and me Association dealing with the 12 hour
shift monitoring surveys and interviews. The survey of members will take place at the beginning
of shifts in late May and earl y June. Supervisors directly involved with street patrol duties will
be surveyed or interviewed at other times during their shifts.
In addition to these surveys and. interviews the participation of members ' families will also be
requested. A member's shift schedule affects not oal y him/her as an individual; the effects of
the shift schedule on his/her family deserve extensive consideration as well. The spouses or
common law partners of members are capable of providing insight into effects of the 12 bour
shift schedul es on famil y life that would not otherwise be available.
If you are presentl y living wilh a spouse or common law partner. please give these memos to
bim/her for information in case heJshe is contacted and requested[Q participate in an interview.
Participation is volumary but encouraged. The results are confidential and anonymous . so no
one should hesitate to partic ipate for fear of idennfication,
Sharon Trenholm
Planning and. Research Section
Enc1.l2.
Distribution: All Street Patrol Members. St. John's. Corner Brook. and Labrador City
ROYAL NEWFOUNDlAND CONSTABUlARY
P.O. 80.7247
St. John'•• Ne'llllfowullaad. Ca_da
AIE3Y4
Telephon. (1 09 ) 729-8000
no.Number: (709) 729-5226
May 25.1994
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT: U HOUR SHIFT MONITORING SURVEYS AND INTERVIEWS
The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary is pleased to support the use of surveys and interviews
to assess our members views on the 12 hour shift schedules . Similarl y. we feel the views of the
members ' families on the shift schedules effects on their family life are necessary to ensure a
comprehens ive evaluation.
The surveys and interviews will be conducted by Ms. Sharon Trenholm. from our Planning and
Research Section. Ms. Trenholm is a trained researcher and thus appreciates the necessity for
an anonymous and confidential method of gathering the views of members and their families .
Please avail of this oppo rtunity to express your views on the shift schedules and encourage your
spouse /partner to participate if they are contacted and asked [0 take pan . Theseschedules affect
your work: environment as well as your imeraetion with your family and friends . No ODe is
more capable of assessing the 12 hour shift scbedu1es effects on you , Ulanyou.
E.1.'COAlrk SB. St. 1.
Chief of Police
Distribution: All Street Patrol Members . St. John 's. Corner Brook . and Labrad or City
Mal ~EfnfmntOlmWdIansttthulm:1J J\ssocia:timt
Phone(109 )m.S94& P.O. 8ax 74+4 Fu;(Xl9)T39~'
St.JoIIn·l,~
AtE3Y5
MEMORANDUM
TO: Al l Associa't.ion Members
FROM: Joseph .J . Gullagejpresident
DATE : May 25th, 1994
SUBJECT: 12 Hour Shift Evaluaeion
As a part of the monitoring process of the 12 Hour shift, members
are advised that Ms. Sharon Trenholm of the Planning and Research
Section wil l be conducting a survey o f members and their families ,
with a v i e w o f determining how the shift is viewed by the members ,
and how this shift; affects the family environment.
This survey is fully supported by t he Association Executi ve , and is
viewed as a unique opportunity for members and their families to
express their feelings on how the compressed work week has affected
them.
This survey will be conducted on a confidential basis and members
are encouraged ee be honest and sincere in t.heir response . The
results o f the survey wil l be used by the monitoring commit.tee to
further assist them in determining the effectiveness and efficiency
of the compressed work week .
All members are requested to offer their full cooperation to Ms .
Trenholm during this process .
Together we can make a difference .
Sincerely
Joseph J . Gullage
President
JG /al
APPENDIX 8: SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS Ai."lALYSED
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The following table summarizes the questions analysed for each group of dependentvariables. The section of the four survey
instruments within which ench questionappears is also provided. The questionnumbers and wordings given are those foundin
the Members' Questionnaire. The numbers and wordings for the other survey instruraeurs . Supervisors' Questionnaire (Shin
Workers),Supervisors' StructuredInterview(9 to 5 Workers),and Spouse/Pm1ner Structured lurerview - varyslightly, but arc the
sameincontext. Thetypeofquestion is also provided. On the Likert7·point agreement scale, strongly disagree was represented
by I. whilestronglyagree wasrepresented hy 7. Onthe Likert 7·point scale forchange in level of difficulty,highscores reflected
higherlevels of dinicull)' selling asidelime lor activities on the 12·hollf shift schedulesthun on the 8·huurshin schedules. There
are four questions whichwere utilized for all three dependentvariable groups.th ese uregiven at theend of the table.
Dependent
Variable Survey Question Typeof
Groun Section O~estion
Preference Leisure and 28. It is quite easy 10 planoff-duty activities on my present shift schedule. Likert7·Point
end Family 'l'irue Agreement
Satisfaction Scale
29. I have10 decrease someoff-duty activitiesbecause of my present shift
schedule.
Dependent
Variable Survey Question Type of
Orouo Section Question
30. Special lime off requests are difficult to obtain on my present shift
schedule.
31. My present shill schedule allows me adequate time cffbe rween work.
periods for family related activities.
33. In general, the cualhy of my family's rehuionships has improved since I
began working the 12 hour shift schedule.
35. In general, I have more lime 10 spend on my personal interests since I
began working the 12 hour shift schedule.
36. In general, the quality of my life has improved since I began working
the 12 hour shil\ schedule.
Preference of 76. 'Examine the following schedule characteristics end diegrums. Which Closed
Shift shin schedule would you prefer to work if given the choice? Category
Schedules III 2+2 (8 week cycle)
PI 3+1 (4 week cycle)
Dependent
Variable Survey Question TYI"'0f
Oroun Section O~estion
77. Indicate your preferred shift pattern:
III I prefer 10 work the 3 platoon - 8 hour equal alloCllllon shift
pattern
12] I prefer to work the J platoon - 8 hour spilt shil\ pattern("Crazy
8'SK)
II I I prefer to work the 4 platoon - 12 hour shift pauem (one of
either of the two schedules used in: St. John's or Comer Brook
and l abrador ell)', i.e. the 2+2 or the J+2)
(41 Undecided
151 I have no preference
79. I prefer my present shift schedule over any previous schedule that I have Liken 7-Poim
worked. Agreement
Scale
Sleep Operational 22. Do you feel that your effectiveness as a police officer has increased, Closed
end decreased, or remained the same since the change from the 8 hour shift Category
Fatigue schedule to the 12 hour shift schedule?
III Increased
121 Decreased
II I Remained the slime:
Dependent
Variable Survey Question Typeof
Grouo Section O~estlon
27. l ias the percentage ofon duty time used efficiently increased,
decreased. or remained the same since till: change 10 the 12 hour shin
schedule!
(I I Increased
(2) Decreased
(3) Remained the same
f atigue and 37. Do you feel mere tiredut the end of u 12 hourshift than att he end of an
Health Effects 8 hour shift"
[I) Yes
(2( No
3M. If Yes to Question 37,do you feel this increased fatigue has II negative
effecton your perfonnunceat work?
(I) Yes
(2) No
4tl. Foilingasleep on duty has been noted us a common problem in police Numerical
work. especially on night shifts. 1I0w often. on average, would you fall Response
asleepon u single:
A. 8 hour day shift'! __ Iime(s) per shifi
O. 8 hour evening shin'l __ time(s) pershin
C. 8 hour night shiM __ time(s) per shift
O. 12 hourday shift" __ time(s)per shil\
E. 12hournightshil\'? timc(s)pe r shifl
Dependent
Variable Survey Question ~~~l~~Groun Section
41. Has the quantity [amount)of yoursleep overwork pulods increased, Closed
decreased. or remained the same since the initiation of the 12 hour shill Category
schedule"
(I ) Increased
121 Decreased
Il) Remained the same
42. Has the qUlllity of yoursleepover work periods changed since the
initiation of the 12 hour shift schedule?
(I) Yes
(2( No
4l . If Yes to Question 42. how has the quollity of your sleepover work OpenEnded
periods chnnged?
44. lias the quantity (amount} of yoursleepoverdays errincreased, Closed
decreased, or remained the same since the initiationof the 12 hourshift Category
schedule?
(I ) Increased
(2] Decreased
(l l Remainedthe same
45. Has the quality of your sleepoverdays off changedsince the initiation
of the 12 hour shift schedule?
I I ) Yes
(2) No
Dependent
Variable Survey Question Typeof
Group Section O~esl ion
46. lf'Yes to Question 45. how has the quality of your sleepover days off Open Ended
changed?
TimeO fl' Leisure:and 28. It is quiteeasy to plan off-duty activities on my present shift schedule. Liken r -Pohu
FnmilyTime Agreement
Scale:
29. I have to decrease some off-dutyactivities because arm y present shift
schedule.
)1. My present shill schedule allowsme ade(lullte limeoff between work
periods for fllndly related ncriviries.
32. Sincethe shiftschedule change have you lind your spouse/partnerhad Likcn t-Pcim
difficulty sctnngaside time for each of'thc following less or more often: Scale for
A. Meals together with family? Change in
C. Takingcareofchildren? Levelof
D. Leisure time together withchildren. spouse/partner and friends? Difficulty
E. Participation in clubs. organizations. CIC.?
)5 . In general. I have more time to spendonruy personal interests since I Likcrt f -Pciut
begun working thc 12 hour shift schedule. Agreement
Scale
All Dependent Preference of 7 1. List in order of importenccthe POSITIVE "'ACTORS most often Open Ended
Variable Shift nssocietcdwith your present 12 hour shin schedule. Pleusc slur!with
Groups Schedules the most important.
Dependent
Variable Survey Question Typeor
Group Section Question
72. li st in order of importance the NEGATIVE FACTORS most often
associated with your present 12 hour shin schedule. Please start with
the most important.
1l. List in order ofimportaucethe l'OSr rl VE FACTOltS most often
associated with the 8 hour shift schedule. Please start with the 1110st
important.
74. li st in orderof importance the NEGATIVE FACTORS most often
associated with the 8 hour shil\ schedule, Please start with the most
huocrtarn.
Shift schedule diagrams and summary characteristics were provided in the body of the questionnaires for the
Members' Questionnaire and the Supervisors' Questionnaire(Shin Workersj.nndin n handout for the Supervisors'
Structured Interview (9 to 5 Workers), \0 accompany this question.




